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GRADUATED SCHEDULE. EFFECTIVE DATE: 05/24/80.
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00120
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALE�DAR
WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAF; PLACED ON LOCAL
CALENDAR -SJ 00229; PASSE D; YEAS 38 NAYS
0
-SJ 00248
P ECEIV ED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00375; SUBSTITUTED FCR
HB 814; ROD SECOND AND THIRD TIMES; PASSED; YEAS 104
NAYS
O -HJ 00384; IM�EDJATELY CERTIFIED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00365
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
CHAPTER NO. 80-456 -SJ 00412

S 0812 GENERAL BILL BY MAXWELL (IDENTIOL H 01691 .
AUDITOR GENERAL; PROVIDES FOR NOTIFICATION OF CHAIPMEN OF CERTAIN
SUBCOMMITTEES & MEMBERS OF CERTAIN OTHER SU BCOMMS. OF LEGISLATlJFE WITH
RE GARD TO ERRORS, UNUSUAL PRACTICES, OR OTHER DISCREPANCIES DECOVERED
BY AUDITOR GENERAL RE HIS AUDIT OR POSTAUDIT OF STATE AGENCY OR OFFICER,
ET C, AMENDS I 1.45. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/BD.
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00120
05/05/BO SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
05/15/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
05/27/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
Ob/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
(IDENTICAL ENG/H 11321
S 0813 GfNcRAL BILL BY MCKNIGHT
LANO SALES; DELETES REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN PERMITS NOT TERMINATE PRIOR
TO THE SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE OF PROMISED SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMfNTS
BEING FILED FOR REGISTRATION. AMENDS 498,033. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00120
04/30/80 SENAT� COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CtLENDAR BY
ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00230
05/30/B0 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL
SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
!DEN./S!M./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO HB 1132 (CH,
80-1201 -SJ 00556
S 0814 GENERAL BILL /CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, JENNE (SIMILAR ENG/H 06941
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS; REQUIRES CERTAIN DEALERS IN SAID GAS,
IN STALLATION, GAS APPLIANCES & EQUIPMENT TO PASS AN EXAMINATION TC
QUALIFY FOP LICENSUPE BY I NS. DEPT.; EXEMPTS CURRENT LICENSEES;
AUTHORIZES DEPT, TO CONDUCT CERTAIN INSP�C TIONS, ETC. AMENDS
527,01,.02,, 0b; CPEATES 527.061,,062, EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS
ANO MEA'IS -SJ 00120
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE G OVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
05/08/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00279
05/12/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00279
05 / l 3 /8 0 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/15/80 SENATE WITHO�AWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00321; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
Ob/06/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
IDEN./SIM. HOUSE Bill SU8STITUTED -SJ 00884; LAID ON
TABLE UNDER RULE, IOEN./SIM./CQMPARE Bill PASSED, PEFEP
TD HB 694 (CH. 80-3901 -SJ 00699
�GENEFAL BI LL/CS BY COMMERCE, JENNE (SIMILAR H 1860, COMPARE H 1 798)
�INSURANCE; PROVIDES STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, EXEMPTIONS & DEFINITIONS;
PROVIDES DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS & FOR GENERAL RULES RE SOLICITATION;
ESTABLISHES REQUIREMENTS IN SALE OF MEDICAPE SUPPLEMENT POLICIES:
PROVIDES MINIMUM STANDARDS & ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS, ETC. CREATES
626. 990; AMENDS 62 7.516-.517. EFFECTIVE .DATE: 10/01/80,
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFE�RED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00120
05/06/80 SENA1'E EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/13/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00321
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PLACED ON SPECIAL OPQER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIPST TIME
-SJ 00491; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 38 NAYS
0
-SJ 00492
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO INS URANCE; WITHDRAWN FROM
INSURANCE; PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME
·HJ 00965; A MENDMENTS ADOPTED; PEAD THIPD TIME; PASSED
O -HJ 00969
AS AMENDED; YEAS 110 NAYS
CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 33 NAYS
D -SJ D0677; OPDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-156

S 0816 GENERAL Bill BY JENNE (COMPARE ENG/H 16111
STATE LANDS; AUTHORIZES BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT TRUST
FUND TO BRING SUITS TO PREVENT REMOVAL OF OR DAMAGE TO PRODUCTS OF THE
STATE � SUITS FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES; PROVIDES DAMAGES &
PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN VIOLATIONS, ETC. AMENDS 253.04. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01 /80.
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFEPRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONS�RVATION, WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00120
05/12/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY NATURAL
R FSOURCES AND CONSERVATION -SJ 00278
05/13/80 SENATE NOW I N WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00278
05/20/80 SENHE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00336; PLACED ON
C AlENDAR
Ob/Ob/BO SENATE WITHD�AWN FPOM CALENDAP, REFERPED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
Ob/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 081 7 GENFPAL Pill BY TC18IASSEN
UNIVERSITIES; AUTHORIZES UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS TO APPROVE AOOIT!ONAL
COMPENSATION FO� UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES FOR WO�K PERFOPMEO IN ADDITION TO
EMPLOYEE'S NORMAL WORKLCAO. AMENDS 240.283. EFFECT IVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REF�RRED TO EDUCATION, GOVERl',MfNT AL
OPERATIONS, WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00120
05/07/80 SENHE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
06/0b/80 SENA TE WITHDRAW N FROM EDUCATION, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS
AIJD MEANS; R�FER�ED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE . DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES A�•D CALENDAR
S 0818 GENERAL Bill BY GORDON
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION; PROHIBIT S OPERATING EXPENSES IN RATE-MAKING
PROCEEDINGS TO BE PASSED ON TO CONSUMERS; SPECIFIES PROHIBITED OPERATING
EXPENSES; REQUIPES REPORTING OF EXPENSES; AUTHORIZES PUBLIC SE�V!CE
COMMISSION TO ADOPT RULES, CPEATES 350.0615. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW,
04/23/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERR ED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 0012D
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMIT�EE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/19/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM MITTEE E CONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/02/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED. COMMITTEE ECO'JOMIC, COMMUNI TY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ OIOIQ
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEF ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0819 GE Ne PAL Bl LL/CS BY HEALTH ANO HHABILITATIVE SERVICES, GORDON
(IDENTICAL ENG/H 1778, SIMILAR CS/S 1256)
MEDICAL PRACTICE; PROVIDES PRESCRIBING, DISPENSING, SUPPLYING, SELLING
OP GIVING CEPTAIN DRUGS EXCEPT FOF TREATMENT OR INVESTIGATION OF
SPECIFIED CONDITIONS OR AILMENTS SHALL BE GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION OR
REVOCATION OF LICENSURE AS PHYSICJAN OR OSTEOPATHIC PHYS. OR NATUROPATH,
ET C. AMENDS f.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
04/23/BO SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO H EALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -SJ 00120
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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H 1855 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY !COMPARE ENG/S 11741
RE MOVAL OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS: PROVIDES A GENERAL METHOD FOR REMOVAL OF
PUBLIC DFFIC IALS WHEN ND OTHER METHOD HAS BEEN PROVIDED. CREATES 112.52.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/02/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00960
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 1174 !CH. 80-3331

H 1856 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY AND OTHERS !SIMILAR ENG/S 10031
COURT COSTS; PROVIDES THAT AN INDIGENT PERSON WHO IS A PARTY TO, OR WHO
INTERVENES IN OR WHO INITIATES, JUDICIAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY
P!=OCEEDINGS JS ENTITLED TO SERVICES OF COURTS, SHERIFFS, C CLERKS
WITHOUT PREP AYMENT OF COSTS C TO HAVE COSTS TAXED IN HIS FAVOR JF HE
PREVAILS. AMENDS 57.081. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80•
06/02/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CAL ENDAR -HJ 00960
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASS ED, REFER
TD SB 1003 (CH. 80-3481

H 1857 GENERAL eILL BY SELECT COMMITTEE ON ENERGY !COMPARE CS/S 10521
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LINE SITING; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS; PRESCRIBES
POWERS C DUTIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION DEPARTMENT; PROVIDES FEE FOR
EACH APPLICATION FOR SITE CERTIFICATION C FOR MODIFICATION OF
CERTIFICATION, ETC. CPEATES 403.520-.535, 366.14. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/02/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, P LACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00960
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S SB 1052 (CH. 80--651

H 1858 GENERAL BILL BY SELECT COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
FFCYCLED OIL; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS; DIRECTS TRANSPORTATION DEPT. TO
NEGOTIATE SALE OF ITS WASTE OIL C TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO LOCAL
GCVERNMENTS, UPON REQUEST, RE PROGR AM OF RECYCLING OIL; REQUIRES A
REPORT BY TRANSPORATION DEPT. TO LEGISLATURE.
EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/02/80 HOUSE INTFODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00960
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR

H 1859 GENERAL BILL BY SELECT COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; PROVIDES THAT CERTAIN BOILERS FIRED BY OIL,
NATURAL GAS OR COAL, OTHER THAN THOSE OWNED OR OPERATED BY A UTILITY,
SH ALL BE OPERATED NOT TO EXCEED 3? OXYGEN IN F LUE G AS; REQUIRES OWNER OP
OPERATOR OF BOILER TO HAVE MONITORING EQUIPMENT, ETC. CREATES 403.164.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
06/02/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 0D960
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR

�ENERAL BILL BY INSURANCE (SIMILAR CS/S 08151
C/JNSUPANCE: PROVIDES STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, EXEMPTIONS C DEFINITIONS ;
PROVI DES DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS C FOR GENERAL RULES RE SOLICITATION:
REOUIPES INSURERS SOLICITING LIFE INSURANCE TO ADOPT NATIONAL
ASSOCIA TION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONER' BUYER'S GUIDE, ETC. CREATES
626.990; AMENDS 627.516-.517. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
06/03/80 HOUSE INTPODUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 01013
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SJM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S SB 815 ICH, 80-1561

H 1861 PESOLU TION BY INSURANCE
CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE; DIRECTS APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE OF HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES TO STUDY NEED FOR LEGISLATION RE CATASTROPHIC HEALTH
INSURANCE C FORM OF SUCH LEGISLATION IF NEEDED.
06/03/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 01013
06/06/80 HOUSE P EAD SECOND TIME; ADOPTED. -HJ 01313
H 1862 RESOLUTION BY FOSTER
ART DONATED/COLLEGES OR UNIVERSITIES: DIRECTS THAT CERTAIN WORKS OF ART
BE DONATED TO THE STATE COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITY DESIGNATED BY THE ARTIST
WHO CREATED IT.
06 /06/80 HOUS F INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; PEAD SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED.; RECONSIDERED; FAILED TO ADOPT -HJ 01246
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H 1863 RE SOLUTI ON BY BELL
WI LllAM P. "BILL" CONWAY; RECOGNIZES C APP LAUDS THE HONORABLE WI LL IAM p.
"BI LL" CONWAY, REPRESENTATIVE O F 29TH DISTRICT, FOP HIS LONG EFFORT C
MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE OF FLORIDA.
06/03/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 01013
O -HJ 01054
06/04/80 HOUSE R EAD SECOND TIME; ADOPTED; YEAS 112 NHS

H 1864 RESOLUTION BY BOLES AND OTHERS
L1 NOA DEV INS; EXPRESSES THANKS TO MRS. DEV INS FOR GIFT OF ONE OF HER
PA INTINGS TO THE ART COLLECTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
06/03/80 HQUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 01013
06/04/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; ADOPTED. -HJ 01066

H 1865 GENERAL BILL BY APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS; PROVIDES FOP CONSTRUCTION OF QUALIFYING OR RESTRICTING
LANGUAGE IN APPROPRIATIONS ACTS: CONFORMS PROVISIONS RE PLANNING AND
BUDGETING, CREATES 1.05; AMENDS 216.351. EFFECT IVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/03/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 01013
06/04/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS IOI
NAYS
O -HJ 01042
06/05/BO SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00719
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR: PLACED ON CALENDAR;
PASSED; YEAS 30 NAYS
5 -SPJ 01027
06/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO G OVERNOR
VETOED BY GOVERNOR
07 /10/80

H 1866 MEMORIAL BY JONES , C. F. AND OTHERS
SUNSHINE SKYWAY BRIDGE; UPGES CONGRESS TO APPROPRIATE SUFFICIENT FUNDS
TO REPLACE THE SUNSHINE SKYWAY BRIDGE WITH A MODERN, FOUR-LANE,
WIDE-SPAN FACILITY BUILT TO INTERSTATE STANDARDS.
06/03/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR: READ SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED -HJ 00987
06/03/80 SENATE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; ADOPTED; YEAS 24 NAYS
3 -SJ 00605
06/05/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE
-HJ 01193

H 1867 GENERAL BILL BY SHELDON (COMPARE CS/H 1635, CS/S 03451
MOTOR CARRIERS; PROVIDES AUTHORITY OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION TO
FFGULATE MOTOR CARRIERS RE SAFETY OF OPERATIONS; PROVIDES FOR COLLFCTION
OF CERTAIN FINES C FEES; REQUIRES COMMISSION TO ADOPT SAFETY RULES;
PROVIDES FINES FOR VIOLATION C EXEMPTIONS FROM SUCH REGULATIONS, ETC.
AMENDS CH. 323. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
06/04/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ
2 -HJ 01042
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 92 NAYS
06/05/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00719
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE: REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/BO SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H 1868 RESOLUTION BY HOLLINGSWORTH, MORGAN, PAJCIC, PRICE, ROBINSON
CARL JOSEPH; COMMENDS HIM FOR HIS MANY ATHLETIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
06/05/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED, -HJ 01125

H 1869 GENERAL BILL/CS BY APPROPRJATIONS, KUTUN AND OTHERS I SIMILAR S 13861
ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION; PROVIDES FDR AN ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION JOBS
CR EATION INCENTIVE CREDIT TO BE ALLOWED AGAINST TAX IMPOSED UNDER
CORPORATE INCOME TAX TO BUSINESSES WHICH ESTABLISH JOBS TO EMPLOY
RESIDENTS OF S LUM OR BLIGHTED AREAS, ETC. CREATES 220,181: AMENDS
220.02-.03,.13. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
06/04/80 HO USE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01051
06/05/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR SY APPPOPRJATIONS
-HJ 01193; C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIMES; AMENDMENT
ADOPTED: READ THIRD TIME: C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ADOPTED; YEAS 102 NAYS
O -HJ 00532; IMMEDIATELY
CERTIFIED
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00367;
WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00370; PLACED ON
CALENDAR; ADOPTED; YEAS 37 NAYS
O -SJ 00370;
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
SIGNED 8Y OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE
-HJ 00558

GENERA L Bill BY APPROPRIATIONS, HODES, KISER, MORGAN, YOUNG
(COMPARE H 1034, CS/H 1172, CS/S 1002, CS/S 11041
EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL OUTLAY; PROVIDES APPROPRIATIONS FOR SPECIFIED
CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS FROM PUBLIC EDUCATION CAPITAL OUTLAY & DEBT
SE�VICE TRUST FUND TO DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARDS, 80. OF EDUCATION, REGENTS,
COMMUNITY COLLEGE eos., DEAF & BLIND SCHOOL & SHANDS TEACHING HOSPITAL,
ETC. AMENDS F.S. APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: 08/0b/8005/22/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CAL ENDAR; RE AD SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 74 NAYS 32 -HJ 00553; IMMEDIAT ELY CERT!•IED
05/27/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
SJ 00398
05/29/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS; SU8STITUTEO
FOR SB 1104 -SJ 00450; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 37 NAYS
0 -SJ 00470; RECONSIDERED, PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED;
O -SJ 004 92
YEAS 34 NAYS
05/30/80 SENATE IMMEDIATELY CERTIF IED
05/30/80 HOUSE REFUSED TO CONCUR, REQUESTS SENAT E RECEDE/APPOINT CONF.
COMM -HJ 00894; CONFERENCE COMMITTEE APPOINTED
·HJ 00894; REP. MORG AN, BELL, EASLEY, HODES, F. JONES;
GALLAGHER, MANN, ROBINSON; ALT. BATCHELOR; PAJCIC,
SADOWSKI, KUTUN
05/30/80 SENATE REFUSED TO RECEDE -SJ 00562; CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
APPOINTED; SEN. GORDON, JOHNSTON, W.O.CH ILDERS, VOGT;
PETERSON, SCOTT, MAXWELL, HAIR; ALT. TOBIASSEN
-SJ 00562
0b/07/80 HOUSE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT RECEIVED -HPJ 01330;
CONFERENCE COMMJTTEE FEPORT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED
BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT; YEAS 97 NAYS 11
-HPJ 01334
Ob/07/80 SENATE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT RECEIVED -SPJ 01027;
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED
0
BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT; YEAS 33 NAYS
·SPJ 01031
Ob/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN E NROLLED
Ob /25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO G OVEFNOR
LINE !TE M VETOED BY GOVERNOR LINES 15, 19 & 28 ON PAGE
07/10/80
8
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-414
07/10/80

H 1797 GENERAL BILL BY NATURAL RESOURCES ANO OTHE RS (IDENTICAL S 10411
WA TERS OF STATE; HAKES IT UNLAWFUL TO FAIL TO STOP BOAT UPON DIRECTION
OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, OR TO FLEE IN AN ATTEMPT TO ELUDE SUCH AN
OFFICER. CREATES 8610 045. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80•
05/22/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00557
06/07/80 .OUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 1041 (CH. 80-1601

�ENERAL BILL BY INSURANCE (COMPARE CS/S 0 8151
C7i�SURANCE; ESTABLISHES REQUIREMENTS IN SALE OF MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
POLICIES; DEFINES •MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT POLICY•; PROVIDES FOR MINIMUM
STANDARDS & ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS; PROVIDES FOR RULES RE COVERAGE,
DISCLOSURE FOR SALE OF POLICIES & PROHIBITED POLICY PROVISIONS; PROVIDES
PENALTIES, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/81.
05/22/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00558
05/26/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 108
NAYS
O -HJ 00652
05/28/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00404
Ob/02/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
·SJ 00652
CONTINUED 00 NEXT PAGE
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WITHDRAWN FROM CALENOA�, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMP ARE Bill PASSED,
REFER TO C/S SB 815 CCH. 80-1561

H 1799 GENERAL Bill BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS (IDENTICAL S 12471
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS; PROVIDES FOR ISSUANCE OF A NOTICE TO APPEAR TO ANY
PERSON FOR VIOLATION OF ANY COUNTY ANIMAL CONTROL ORDINANCE; PROVIDES
PFNALTY FOR FAILING TO APPEAR; PROHIBITS COUNTY ANIMAL CONTROL AGENTS
FROM CARRYING WEAPONS OR MAKING A �RESTS. CREATES 828.032.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/22/80 HOUSE I NTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00558
Qb/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR

H 1800 GENERAL Bill BY FINANCE & TAXATION ( COMPARE H 0171, H 1321, S 0052,
S 0123, S 09551
SA LES TAX; PR[1VIDES THAT CERTAIN STAMPS, GOLD & SILVEF BULLION,
CURRENCY, & COINS ARE SUBJECT TO TAX ON TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY;
PROVIDES TAXABLE STATUS OF TRADING IN COMMODITY FUTURES; EXEMPTS
EXCHANGE OF CERTAIN CURRENCY & COINS, ETC. AMENDS 2 12.02,04- 0b,.08.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
05/22/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00558
06/07/80 HO USE DIED ON CALENDAR

H 1801 GENERAL Bill BY NATURAL RESOURCES ANO OTHERS ISJMJLAR S 08411
COASTAL CONSTRUCTION; PROVIDES EROSION CONTROL LINE BE CONSIDERED MEAN
HIGH WATER LINE IF LOCATED MORE LANDWARD THAN PRESENT LINE; REQUIRES
COASTAL COUNTIES £ CIT! ES TO NOTIFY D .N.R. OF RECEIPT OF PERMIT
APPLICATION FOR CONSTRUCTION PROPOSED SEAWARD OF COASTAL CONSTR, LINES,
ETC. AMENDS CH. !bl. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80•
05/26/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
,O APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00676
05/30/80 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00868; PLACED ON
C ALENOAR
Ob/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, !DEN.IS IM./COMPARE BILL P ASSED, REFER
TO SB 841 ICH. 80-1831

H 1802 GENERAL BILL 8Y REGULATORY REFORM CCOMPAPE ENG/H 17581
PHARMACY; AMENDS PROVISIONS RE QUALIFICATION FOR LICENSURE OF
PHARMACISTS; RELATES TO LABELING OF UNIT DOSES IN C ERTAIN FACILITIES;
PROVIDES FOR CONDITIONAL REPEAL. AMENDS 465.007,.0lb. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/80.
05/26/ 80 HOUSE JNTRODUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00676
Ob/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN.IS IH./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO HB 1758 ICH. 80-4061

H !80 3 GENERAL Bill BY JUDICIARY (SIMILAR ENG/S 02871
PUBUC DEFENDERS; PRESCRIBES QUALIFICATIONS DUTIES FOR PUBLIC DEFENDERS;
SPECIFIES PERSONS WHOM PUBLIC DEFENDER JS REQUIRED OR PERMITTED TO
FEPRESENT; PEQUIRES APPOJNTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER OR PRIVATE COUNSEL TO
REPRESENT CERTAIN PERSONS, ETC. AMENDS CH. 27. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/26/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00676
Ob/05/80 HOUSF P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; !DEN./S JM. SENATE
BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
IDEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill P ASSED, REFER TO SB 287 (CH.
80-3761 -HJ 01140

H 1804 FFSOLUTION BY BOLES AND OTHERS
SECOND FRESHMAN PARTY; HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FINDS IDEA OF SECOND
ANNUAL FRESHMAN PARTY TC BE A GOOD IDEA & ON B EHALF OF ITSELF & ALL
OT HERS INVITED GLADLY ACCEPTS THIS MOST GENEROUS IN VITATION.
05/22/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED.; RECONSIDERED; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; ADOPTED AS
AMENDED -HJ 00545

H 1805 GENERAL Bill BY MEE K AND OTHERS
FINANCIAL MATTERS; CREATES PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAM IN DADE COUNTY.
APPROPRIATION: s2,ooo,ooo. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to industrial life insurance;

3

amending s. 626.790(1), Florida Statutes;

4

providing certain restrictions on temporary

5

industrial life insurance licenses; amending s.

6

627.458 (1) (b), Florida Statutes; providing that
the policy loan provisions of s. 627.458,

8

Florida Statutes, shall not impair the terms

9

and conditions of industrial life insurance

10

policies in force prior to January 1, 1981;

11

adding s. 627.476(10), Florida Statutes;

12

providing notice of nonforfeiture benefits by

13

the insurer; providing that such notice be

14

repeated every 7 years so long as any

15

nonforfeiture benefits remain; amending s.

16

627.501, Florida Statutes; providing for the

17

policj loan provisions of ordinary life

18

insurance to be applicable to industrial life

19

insurance contracts; creating s. 627.5011,

20

Florida Statutes; authorizing the Departm.ent of

21

Insurance to conduct educational programs and

22

disseminate information to the public

23

concerning industrial life insurance; amending

24

s. 627.516, Florida Statutes; providing that a

25

refund or discount shall be mandatory on

26

premiums for industrial life insurance paid

27

directly to the insurer at least 30 days in

28

advance of the due date; amending s. 627.517,

29

Florida Statutes; authorizing conversion of

30

industrial life insurance to ordinary life
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insurance under certain conditions; providing
an effective date.

2
3

41 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
5

6

81

Section 1.

Subsection (1) of section 626.790, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
626.790

91

(1)

Temporary license; pending examination.--

Each applicant for a life agent's license to

101 represent an insurer of the industrial or ordinary-combination
11/ class, may at the insurer's request have issued to him a

121 temporary license for a period not exceeding 90 days, within
131 which 90-day period the applicant must take a written

141 examination as provided in s. 626.241 (scope of examination)
15

16

17

The department shall not issue a temporary license as to an

ordinary class agent, except as provided in s. 626.791.

A

temporary license issued under this section shall entitle the

181 agent to collect premiums and service in-force policies.

191 temporarily licensed agent shall directly or indirectly

No

201 solicit, negotiate, or effect contracts of insunrnce unless

21 I accomean}ed_ by a regularly 1 icensed agent.

221

Section 2.

24

627.458

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section

231 627.458, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
(1)

25

(b)

26

Policy loan.-

The provisions of this section shall not impair

VI the terms and conditions of any policy of life insurance in

28/ force before July 1, 1977 or the terms an�ndltions of_a_n.z

29 po 1 icy of indust ria 1 1 ife i n surance in force prior to J anuary
30

31

.!...!

198 1 •

2
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Section 3.

Pr-esent subsections (10) and (11) of

21 section 627.476, Flor-ida Statutes, ar-e r-enumber-ed as
31 subsections (11) and (12), and a new subsection (10) is added
41 to said section to read:
5

627.476

Standar-d nonfor-feitur-e law for- life

61 insurance.-(10)

Each pol_i_9_h__()__],_der- �hall _within__6__()_____Qc3_ys after- the

81 date af pol�cy lapse be notified in writing of any
91 nonfor-feitur-e benefits to which he may be entitled under- the
101 provisions of the lapsed policy, such notice to include
111 pr-ovisions for _\Jl_e policyholder- to indicate by r-eturn mail his
121 selection of any options which might be exer-cisable.

This

131 notice shall be reE_�ated every 7 years following policy lapse,
141 if any nonforfeitur-e benefits remain.
15

Section 4.

Section 627.501, Flor-ida Statutes, is

16 I amended to read:
17

627.501

Scope of part IV.--The provisions of part IV

181 of this chapter shall apply only to industrial life insurance
191 policies. Sections 627.458 (policy loans), 627.463 (excluded
201 or restr-icted coverage), 627.472 (incontestability after
211 reinstatement), 627.476 (standar-d nonforfeiture law), and
221 627.479 (prnhibited policy plans) of par-t III of chapter- 627
231 shall also apply as to industr-ial life insur-ance policies.
241

Section 5.

26

627.5011

Section 527.5011, Florida Statutes, is

251 created to read:
Dissemination of infor-mation; powers of

271 depar-tment.--The Depar-tment of Insurance shall have the power
nl to conduct educational programs and disseminate information to
2 9 I the pub 1 ic on the to pic of ind us tria 1 1 ife insur-ance.
30

Section 6.

Section 627.516, Flor-ida Statutes, is

31 I amended to read:
3
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2

31

(Substantial rewording of section.

s. 627.516, F.S., for _!)_resent text.)

627.516

See

Direct payment of premiums.-�Each industrial

41 life insurance policy shall state that there shall be a refund

5\ or discount on each premium paid 30 days or more prior to its
61 due date.

The refund or discount shall fairly represent the

difference in costs between weekly or monthly premium payment

Bl and annual premium payment, with an interest factor used to

91 reflect the time value of money.

10

Section 7.

Section 627.517, Florida Statutes, is

131

See s. 1527.517, F.S., for _!)_resent text)

11 amended to read:
1
(Substantial rewording of section.
12
14

15

627.517
(1)

Conversion.--

Each industrial life insurance policy shall

16 provide that the policy may be converted at any time after the
1
17 poli_cy has been in force for 5 years or longer, at the
181 policyholder's option and without further evidence of

191 insurability, to any form of ordinary life insurance regularly

WI offered by the insurer.

The death benefits of the ordinary

21 I life insurance pol icy shall not be less than the death

221 benefits of the combined industrial policies on which

231 conversion is requested, less any additional accidental death
241 benefits of the combined industrial life policies.

251

(2)

Each industrial life insurance policy shall

UI provide that if, upon the sale of any new industrial life

271 insurance policy to a policyholder, the combined face value of

28 I a11 industria 1 1ife insurance po 1 icies issued by any one

291 company and owned by that policyholder including the new

301 policy would exceed $3,000, then the policyholder shall have

311 the option of merging and converting his industrial life
4
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insurance policies to one ordinary life policy with that same
21 company with no further evidence of insurability required.
( 3)

Each insurer shall notify the policyholder of his

41 eligibility to convert within 60 days of the first time the
5 I po 1 icyh o 1 der becomes e 1 igib 1e to convert.
6

Section 8.

If Chapter 627, Florida Statutes, is

7/ repealed in accordance with the intent expressed in the
81 Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended by Chapter 77-457,
9/ Laws of Florida or as subsequently amended, it is the intent
10/ of the Legislature that this act shall also be repealed on the
111 same date as is therein provided.
12
13

Section 9.

This act shall take effect January 1, 1981.

14

*****************************************

15

SENATE SUMMARY

16

Prohibits temporarily licensed industrial life insurance
agents from selling insurance unless accompanied by a
regularly licensed agent. Such agent may collect
premiums and service in-force policies. Provides that
the policy loan provisions of s. 627.458, F.S., apply to
industrial life insurance, but such provisions shall not
impair the terms and conditions of an industrial life
insurance policy in force prior to January 1, 1981.
Requires an insurer to notify a policyholder of any
nonforfeiture benefits within 60 days after lapse of
policy. Prescribes forms for such notice, and requires
that the notice be repeated every 7 years following the
policy lapse if any nonforfeiture benefits remain.
Authorizes the Department of Insurance to conduct
educational programs and to disseminate information to
the public on industrial life insurance. Mandates that
each industrial life insurance policy state that a
discount of premium will be made for each premium paid 30
days or more prior to its due date. Requires each
industrial life policy to provide for conversion of the
industrial life insurance to ordinary life insurance at
policyholder's option if the policy has been in force 5
years or longer. Requires that on conversion, the death
benefits of the ordinary life policy not be less than the
death benefits of the combined industrial policies on
which conversion is requested less any additional
accidental death benefits of the combined industrial life
policies. Also requires a conversion provision to be
included in such policy which provides that if upon the
sale of any new industrial life policy to a policyholder,
the combined face value of all industrial policies issued

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5
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4

by one company and owned by the policyholder including
the new policy, would exceed $3,000, the policyholder may
convert such policies into one ordinary life policy
without further evidence of insurability. Each insurer
must notify the policyholder of his eligibility to
convert within 60 days of the date the policyholder first
became eligible to convert.

5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
• 17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
31
6
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SUMMARY:

Section 1: Currently, an applicant for an industrial life agent's
license may be issued a temporary license for 90 days if the
insurer so requests. The applicant must take an examination during
this period but is permitted to sell insurance while temporarily
licensed.
The bill would permit an agent with a temporary license to collect
premiums and service in-force policies. However, it would prohibit
a temporarily licensed agent from selling industrial life insurance
unless he is accompanied by a regularly licensed agent.
Section 2: Currently, section 627.458(1)(b), F.S., states that the
provisions of the Policy Loan section will not impair the terms
and conditions of any life insurance policy in force before
July 1, 1977.
The bill adds the requirement that no industrial life policy in
force before January 1, 1981, shall be impaired. (See section 4)
Section 3: Currently, section 627.476 sets forth the standard
nonforfeiture law for life insurance. Certain information is
required to be included, in all but exempt policies, relating to
paid-up nonforfeiture and cash surrender benefits.
This bill would require that each life insurance policyholder
be notified in writing of any nonforfeiture benefits which may be
due him. The notice must include provisions for the policyholder
to indicate by return mail, his selection of any exercisable options
and notice must be sent every 7 years after the policy lapses if
any nonforfeiture benefits remain.
Section 4: Under current law there are no provisions for policy
loans on industrial life policies.
The bill would provide that section 627.458, F.S., referring to
policy loans, also apply to industrial life insurance.
Section 5: Currently, the Department of Insurance disseminates
information on industrial life insurance to the public.
The bill would provide the Department of Insurance with express
statutory authority to educate the public regarding industrial
life insurance.
Section 6: Currently, an industrial life insured may inform the
insurer that he wishes to pay future premiums directly to the
insurers home office. The insurer is then required to refund,
after a specified period, a stated percentage of the premiums to
reflect the savings from collection.
The bill would mandate that each policy state that if premiums are
paid directly, and in advance of 30 or more days prior to the due
date, the insurer must give a refund or discount which fairly
represents the difference between weekly or monthly and annual
Page 1 of 2
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:

Staff Di rector:
Subject:

Stubbings
Martin
Industrial Life Insurance

Bill No. And Sponsor:

SB 815 by Senator Jenne

premium payments. An interest factor must be used to reflect the
time value of money.
Section 7: Currently, section 627.517, F.S., provides that an
industrial policy may provide for conversion to any form of life
insurance if the insured requests this in writing and presents
satisfactory evidence of insurability. Certain other conditions
must also be met before conversion need be granted.
The bill would provide that conversion could occur after the
policy has been in effect for 5 years or longer, with no further
evidence of insurability, at the policyholder's option.
The bill also provides that if on the sale of any new policy, the
total value of all industrial life policies issued by one company
exceeds $3,000, the policyholder would have the option of
converting with no further evidence of insurability.
The bill would become a law January 1, 1981.
I I. ECONOMI C IMPACT AND FI SCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill would mandate that certain information be provided
in order to afford greater protection to industrial life
policyholders. Precise economic impact is unquantifiable,
but the bill would probably have a positive economic impact on
insureds in that, among other things, they would be permitted
to borrow against their policies and consolidate multiple
policies into one. Conversion would also result in a savings
to insureds since industrial life insurance is more costly
than other types of life insurance.
The industry may incur some extra expense, in that a temporary
agent would no longer be permitted to sell insurance unless
accompanied by a regularly licensed agent.

B.

III.

Government:
It is possible that the bill may have some economic impact
on the Department of Insurance with regard to extra regulatory
functions. However, this would appear to be minimal.

COMMENTS:

Title defect noted.
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to life insurance solicitation;
creating s. _626.990, Florida Statutes;
providing a statement of purpose; providing
exemptions; providing definitions; providing

5

disclosure require ments; providing for general
rules relating to solicitation; requiring

[p

insurers soliciting life insurance to adopt the

duced by

National Association of Insurance

10

TATE ARCHIVES
ENT OF Sf/\TE
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Commissioners' Buyer's Guide; providing
penalties for failure to comp�v; providing an

11

12

effective date.

Tallahas/�FL 32399�0
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13
lJI Be It C:nacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

15
16

Sect ion 1.

Section 626.990, Florida Statutes, is

171 created to read:
18

626.990

19

( 1)

Life Insurance Solicitation.--

PURPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to

20 I require insurers to de 1 iver to p u rchase rs o f 1 i fe ins urance ,

211 information which will improve the buyer's ability to select
221 the most appropriate plan of life insurance for his needs,

231 improve the buyer's understanding of the basic features of the
2JI policy which has been purchased or which is under

251 consideration and to improve the ability of the buyer to
I
26' evaluate the relative costs of similar plans of life
I
?' I
insurance. This section does not prohibit an insurer :rom

••

I

23

using additional material which is not in violation of this
!
29 i chapter or any other statute or regulation.
JO I
31 ;

( 2)

u

SCOPE; EXEMPTIONS.-l
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(a)

Except as hereafter exempted, this section shall

2 apply to any solicitation, negotiation, or procurement of life
3 insurance occurring within this state.

4

This section shall

apply to any issuer of life insurance contracts including

5

fraternal benefit societies.

6

(b)

Bl

9

10
11

Unless otherwise specifically included, this

section shall not apply to:
1.

Annuities;

3.

Group life insurance;

2.

Credit life insurance;

4.

Life insurance policies issued in connection with

pension and welfare plans as defined by and which are subject

12

131 to the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act 0£ 1974

14I (ERISA); or

5. Variable life insurance under which the death
5
16
1 1 benefits and cash values vary in accordance with unit values
17 of investments held in a separate account.
18

19

section:

(3 )

(a)

20

DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS.--As used in this

"Buyer's guide" means a document which shall

21I contain all the requirements of, and which is in substantial

22

compliance with, subsection

23

(b)

24

dividend which can be applied toward payment of the gross

2
5
26

27
28

n

premium.

1

30

31

of this section.

"Cash dividend" means the current illustrated
(6)

(c)

"Equivalent level annual dividend" is calculated

by applying the following ste;:is:
1.

Accumulate the annual cash dividends at 5 percent

interest compounded annually to the end of the 10th an� 20th
policy years;

I

2
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2.

Divide each accumulation of step 1. under this

21 paragraph by an interest factor that converts it into one,
31 equivalent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning
4\ of each year, would accrue to the values in step 1. under this
SI paragraph over the respective periods stipulated in ·step 1.
6I hereunder.

If the period is 10 years, the factor is 13.207

and if the period is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.

a

3.

Divide the results of step 2. under this paragraph

9I by the number of thousands of the Equivalent Level Death
101 Benefits to arrive at the Equivalent Level Annual Dividend.
11 1

(d)

"Equivalent level death benefit" of a policy or

12I term life insurance rider is an amount calculated by a;:,plying
13 I the following steps:
14

1.

Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon

15I death, regardless of the cause of death, at the beginning of
16I each policy year for 10 and 20 years at 5 percent interest
171 compounded annually to the end of the 10th and 20th policy
181 years respectively;
19

2.

Divide each accumulation of step 1. under this

20I paragraph by an interest factor that converts it into one,
21I equivalent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning
221 of each year, would accrue to the value in step 1. of this
231 paragraph over the respective periods stipulated in step 1.
241 under this paragraph.

If the period is 10 years, the factor

251 is 13.207 and if the period is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.
26

(e)

"Generic name" means a short title which is

21: descriptive of the premium and benefit patterns of a policy or
28
29

a rider .
( f)

"Life insurance surrender cost index" is

30: calculated by app.lying the following steps:
31
3
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Determine the guaranteed cash surrender value, if

21 any, available at the end of the 10th and 20th policy years;
2.

For participating policies, add the terminal

41 dividend payable upon surrender, if any, to the accumulation
51 of the annual cash dividends at 5 percent interest compounded
61 annually to the end of the period selected and add this sum to
the amount determined in step 1. under this paragraph;
Bl
91

3.

Divide the result of step 2. under this paragraph

(step 1. for guaranteed-cost policies) by an interest factor

101 that converts it into an equivalent level annual amount that,
lll if paid at the beginning of each year, would accrue to the
121 value in step 2. hereunder (step 1. for guaranteed-cost
131 policies) over the respective periods stipulated in step 1.
141 If the period is 10 years, the factor is 13.207 and if the
15 I period is 20 years, the factor is 3 4 • 7 19 ;
16

4.

Determine the equivalent level premium by

171 accumulating each annual premium payable for the basic policy
181 or rider at 5 percent interest compounded annually to the end
191 of the period stipulated in step 1. under this paragraph, and
201 dividing the result by the respective factors stated in step
21 I 3. hereunder (this amount is the annual premium payable for a
221 level premium plan);
23

5.

Subtract the result of step 3. from step l.;

24

6.

Divide the result of step 5. by the number of

251 thousands of the equivalent level death benefit to arrive at
26
27

the life insurance surrender cost index.
1

"Life insurance net payment cost index" is

(g)

281 calculated in the same manner as the comparable life insurance
29 I cost inde x, except that the ca sh s urrende r va 1 ue and any
30 I t e rm ina1 div idend are set at z ero .
31

4
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(h)

"Policy summary" means a written statement

21 describing the elements of the policy, including, but not

31 limited to, the following:

41

1.

A prominently placed title as follows:

6I

2.

The name and address of the insurance agent, or, if

51 OF POLICY COST AND BENEFIT INFORMATION";

"STATEMENT

no agent is involved, a statement of the procedure to be

SI followed in order to receive responses to inquiries regarding
91 the policy summary;

3. The full name and home office or administrative
10
1
11 office address of the company in which the life insurance
121 policy is to be or has been written;

13

4.

1-l rider;
l
5.
15

The generic name of the basic policy and each

The following amounts, where applicable, for the

161 first 5 policy years and representative policy years

171 thereafter, sufficient to clearly illustrate the premium and
181 benefit patterns, including, but not necessarily limited to,

191 the years for which life insurance cost indexes are displayed
WI and at least one age from 60 through 65, or maturity,
211 whichever is earlier:

22

23
24

a.

b.

c.

The annual premium for the basic policy;

The annual premium for each optional rider;

Guaranteed amount payable upon death, at the

25

beginning of the policy year regardless of the cause of death

27

exclusions, which is provid_ed by the basic policy and each

26

other tha n su i c ide, or o t her speci fica11y enu merate cl

28 i optiona l rider, with bene fits prov icl ed under the ba si c po 1 i c y

29! and each rider shown separately;
30

31

5
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d.

Total guaranteed cash surrender values at the end

2 of the year with values shown separately for the basic policy

3 and each rider;

4

e.

Cash dividends payable at the end of the year with

f.

Guaranteed endowment amounts payable under the

5 values shown separately for the basic policy and each rider.
1
6 (Dividends need not be displayed beyond the 20th policy year);
8

and

91 policy which are not included under guaranteed cash surrender

10 I values above.

11

6.

The effective policy loan annual percentage

12 interest rate, if the policy contains this provision,
1
13 specifying whether this rate is applied in advance or in
141 arrears.

If the policy loan interest rate is variable, the

151 policy summary includes the maximum annual percentage rate;

16

7.

Life insurance cost indexes for 10 and 20 years,

17

but in no case beyond the premium paying period.

19

optional term life insurance rider.

21

such as accidental death benefits, disability waiver of

23

12 months, and guaranteed insurability benefits, nor for the

18

20

22

Separate

indexes must be displayed for the basic policy and for each

Such indexes need not be

included for optional riders which are limited to benefits

premium, preliminary term life insurance coverage of less than

2�

basic policies or optional riders covering more than one life;

26

of participating policies and participating optional term life

23

same durations at w h ich 1 i fe i nsuran c e cost i nde x es a re

25

27

8.

insurance riders, under the same circumstances and for the

29 i dis p 1 a yed;

30
31

The equivalent level annual dividend, in the case

9.

A policy summary which includes divi�ends shall

also include a statement that dividends are based on the
6
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company's current dividend scale and are not guaranteed in
21 addition to a statement in close proximity to the equivalent
31 level annual dividend as follows:

"An explanation of the

41 intended use of the equivalent level annual dividend is
51 included in the life insurance buyer's guide";
10.

A statement in close proximity to the life

insurance cost indexes as follows:

"An explanation of the

81 intended use of these indexes is provided in the life
insurance buyer's guide"; and
1J

11.

The date on which the policy summary is prepared.

11 1 The policy summary must consist of a separate document.

All

12! information required to be disclosed r.wst be set out in such a
131 manner as not to minimize the effect of any portion thereof,
1JI or to render any portion thereof obscure.

Any amounts which

151 remain level for 2 or more years of the policy may be
161 represented by a single number if it is clearly indicated what
171 amounts are applicable for each policy year.

Amounts in

181 subparagraph 5. of this paragraph shall be listed in total,
191 not on a per thousand nor per unit basis.

If more than one

WI insured is covered under one policy or rider, guaranteed death
211 benefits shall be displayed separately for each insured or for
221 each class of insureds, if death benefits do not differ within
23 I the c 1 ass .

Zero amounts shall be displayed as zero, and shall

2Ji not be displayed as a blank space.
25

( 4)

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.--

26

(a)

The insurer shall provide to all prospective

27! purchasers a buyer's guide and a policy summary prior to
23

accepting any applicant's initial premium or p�emium deposit,

29

unless the policy for which application is made contains an

30

unconditional refund provision of at least 10 dilys, or unless

31

':..'le policy summary contains such an unconditional refund
7
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offer, in which event the buyer's guide and policy summary

2 must be delivered with the policy or prior to delivery of the
3 policy.

4

(b)

6

(c)

The insurer shall provide a buyer's guide and a

51 policy summary to any prospective purchaser upon request.

In the case of policies for which the equivalent

level death benefit does not exceed $5,000, the requirement

31 for providing a policy summary will be satisfied by delivery

91 of a written statement containing the information described in

101 parag�aph (3)(g) of this section, subparagraphs 2., 3., 4.,
11 I 5 . a., 5 .b ., 5 . c . , 6 . , 7 ., 1 0 . , and 1 1 ._
(5)

121
13

(a)

GENERAL RULES RELATING TO SOLICITATION.--

Each insurer subject to this section shall

lJI maintain at its home office or principal office a complete

151 file containing one copy of each document authorized by the
16

li

18

19

insurer for use pursuant to this section.

Such file shall

contain one copy of each authorized form f o r a period of 3

years following the date of its last authorized use.
(b)

An agent shall inform the prospective purchaser,

201 prior to commencing a life insurance sales presentation, that
211 he is acting as a life insurance agent, and shall inform the

221 prospective purchaser of the full name of the insurance
231 company which he is representing.

In sales situations in

24 which an agent is not involved, the insurer shall identify its
1
25, full name.
25
27

(c)

Terms such as financial planner, investment

advisor, financial consultant, or financial counseling shall

28

not be used in such a way as to imply that the insurance agent

30

compensation is unrelated to sales unless such is actually the

29

:: I

is generally engaged in an advisory business in which

case.

8
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(d)

Any reference to policy dividends must include a

21 statement that dividends are not guaranteed.
(e)

A system or presentation which does not recognize

41 the time value of money through the use of appropriate
51 interest adjustments shall not be used for comparing the cost
61 of two or more life insurance policies.

Such a system may be

used for the purpose of demonstrating the cash-flow pattern of
81 a policy if such presentation is accompanied by a statement
91 disclosing that the presentation does not recognize that,
101 because of interest, a dollar in the future has less value
11

1

12 i

than a dollar today.
(f)

A presentation of benefits shall not display

13

guaranteed and nonguaranteed benefits as a single sum unless

14

they are shown separately in close proximity thereto.

15

(g)

A statement regarding the use of the life

161 insurance cost indexes shall include an explanation to the
171 effect that the indexes are useful only for the comparison of
181 the relative costs of two or more similar policies.
19

(h)

A life insurance cost index which reflects

201 dividends or an equivalent level annual dividend shall be
211 accompanied by a statement that it is based on the insurer's
221 current dividend scale, and is not guaranteed.
(i)

23

For the purposes of this section, the annual

2�1 premium for a basic policy or rider, for which the insurer
251 reserves the right to change the premium, shall be the maximum
26 : annu a 1 premium .
27

( 6)

ADOPTION OF BUYER'S GUIDE; REQUI�EMENTS.--Any

28! insurer soliciting life insurance in this st�te on or after
29

1

Octo ber 1 , 1 9 8 O , sha 11 adop t and use

a

buy er's guide,

30

adoption and use by an insurer of the buyer's guide

31

pronulgated by the National Association of Insurance

a nd

th e

9
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Commissioners in the NAIC Life Insurance Solicitation Model

2

Regulation shall be in compliance with the requirements of

3

5

6

CS for S8 815

this section .

FAILURE TO COMPLY.--The failure of an insurer to

(7)

1

provide or deliver a buyer's guide, or a policy summary as

provided in subsection (4) shall constitute an omission which

misrepresents the benefits, advantages, conditions or terms of

Bl an insurance policy within the meaning of Part VII of Chapter

9 i 626.
10
11

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October l, 1980.

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
;l

10
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CS/SB 815 by Commerce
Committee and Senator
Jenne

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Currently, Department of Insurance rules regulate the
advertising of life insurance and annuity contracts in
Florida (ch. 4-35). The intent of the rules is LO assure
"truthful and adequate disclosure of all material and
relevant information" in the advertising of these
contracts. The rules apply, but are not limited to,
descriptive literature and all kinds of sales aids issued
by an insur�r to the insuranc� buying pt.:blic. Th?y
address, but are not limited to, advertisement of
proceeds, premiums payable or limited, use of dividends,
and testimonials or endorsements by third parties. The
fact that a policy is made available to a prospective
purchaser prior to sale, or that a refund offer is
contained in the policy, does not remedy misleading
statements (4-35.06). The rules do not require
information to be provided, they simply regulate the
content of what insurers provide.
Currently, in 32 states, the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners' (NAIC) model disclosure regulation
has been adopted as a regulation. Basically, the model
regulation requires disclosure of certain information to
the insurance buying public, with certain exceptions.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill adopts the NAIC model regulation pertaining to
disclosure requirements.
Basically, the bill provides for disclosure of policy
cost and benefit information. It requires insurers
soliciting insurance to adopt the NAIC Buyer's Guide.
The disclosure section of the bill provides that the
insurer must give all prospective purchasers a Buyer's
Guide and Policy Summary before accepting the first
premium unless the policy contains an unconditional refund
provision of at least ten days or the Policy Summary
contains an unconditional refundoffer, in which event
these documents must be provided before, or concurrent
with, policy delivery. The bill is addressed to
solicitations of insurance and is designed to "improve
the buyer's ability to select the most appropriate plan
of life insurance for his needs." The bill is also
aimed at improving the buyer's understanding of the
fundamental features of the policy purchased, and improving
his ability to evaluate relative costs of similar plans of
life insurance.
The bill applies to any issuer of life contracts, including
fraternal benefit societies, but would not apply, unless
otherwise specifically included, to annuities, credit
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life or group life policies, policies subject to ERISA
or variable life insurance.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill will facilitate the public's ability to compare
life insurance policies. This should have a positive
economic impact with respect to insureds' being better
able to select life insurance which fits their needs.
Precise impact is unquantifiable.
A spokesman for the industry stated that the economic
impact of this bill on insurers will probably be minimal
because initial disclosure rules were promulgated several
years ago in other states and the major expense was
incurred at that time.

B.
III.

Government:

COMMENTS:

None.

Technical Errors - None noted.
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a short title; providing definitions; providing for the establish Yeas-37
ment of a community care service system by the Department
McClain
Stuart
of Health and Rehabilitative Services or contracting agency; Mr. President Gordon
McKnight
Gorman
Thomas
roviding for the consolidation of services to functionally im Anderson
Grizzle
Beard
Tobiassen
Myers
�aired elderly persons; providing for the use and training of
Carlucci
Hair
Trask
Neal
volunteers; providing for minimum local funding; providing for
Henderson
Vogt
Peterson
contributions by functionally impaired elderly persons; provid Chamberlin
Childers,
D.
Hill
Williamson
Poole
ing for a uniform cost accounting and reporting system; pro
Winn
Scarborough
viding for home-delivered care services; providing for a multi Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Scott
service senior center program to provide core services; authoriz Dunn
MacKay
Skinner
ing the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services to Fechtel
Maxwell
Steinberg
provide advance funding to contracting agencies; creating s. Frank
410.0241, Florida Statutes; providing for the establishment of
community care service systems; defining core services; pro Nays-1
viding for the location of a community care service system in
multi-service senior centers; providing for service integration; Johnston
providing for the facilitation of core service delivery through
the establishment of programs; authorizing the Department of
By the Committee on Commerce and Senator JenneHealth and Rehabilitative Services to establish standards for
for SB�A bill to be entitled An act relating to life
core services and to conduct demonstration projects; providing
for training of service providers and staff; providing eligibility insurance sollitation; creating s. 626.990, Florida Statutes;
for services; creating s. 410.029, Florida Statutes; providing for providing a statement of purpose; providing exemptions; pro
the development of state and multiyear plans for the effective viding definitions; providing disclosure requirements; provid
implementation of the act; repealing s. 410.027, Florida Stat ing for general rules relating to solicitation; requiring insurers
utes, relating to family placement program; providing an ef soliciting life insurance to adopt the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners' Buyer's Guide; providing penalties for
fective date.
failure to comply; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 722 was laid on the
-was read the first time by title and SB 815 was laid on the
table.
table.

fi'

On motions by Senator Barron, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
722 was read the second time by title and by two-thirds vote
was read the third time by title, passed and certified to the
House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-39
Anderson

Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Carlucci
Hair
Chamberlin
Henderson
Childers, D.
Hill
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Fechtel
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
SB 787-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Polk, Hardee,
DeSoto, and Charlotte Counties; prohibiting the discharge of
firearms in the vicinity of the Peace River; providing penalties;
providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Judiciary-Criminal offered the following
amendments which were moved by Senator Peterson and
adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 1, line 10, between the words "per
son" and "may" insert: other than a law enforcement officer
in the course of his duty
Amendment 2-0n page 1, line 14, strike the word "Stat
utes." and insert: Statutes, except nothing in this part shall
prohibit any person from discharging a firearm on property
he owns, leases or rents or if otherwise authorized by law.
Amendment 3-0n page 1, in title, lines 3 and 4, strike all of
said lines and insert: Charlotte Counties; prohibiting persons
from discharging firearms in the vicinity of the Peace River;
exempting certain persons;

On motion by Senator Peterson, by two-thirds vote SB 787
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

On motion by Senator Jenne, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
815 was read the second time by title.
Senator Anderson moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 8, lines 6-11, strike all of said lines.
Amendment 2-0n page 10 between lines 9 and 10, insert:
Section 2. Section 627.516, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
(Substantial rewording of Section. See s. 627.516, F.S.,
for present text.)

627.516 Advance payment of premiums.-Each insurer shall
allow a refund or discount on advance premiums paid for an
industrial life insurance policy if such premiums are paid in a
single sum covering a period of at least 13 weeks. Such refund
or discount shall reflect the difference in costs between weekly
or monthly premium payment and the advance premiums be
ing paid, with an interest factor used to reflect the time value
of money.
Section 3. Section 627.517, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
(Substantial rewording of Section. See s. 627.517, F.S.,
for present text.)

627.517 Conversion.-Each industrial life insurance policy is
sued or issued for delivery on or after January 1, 1981, shall
provide that if, upon the sale of any new industrial life in
surance policy, the combined face value of all industrial life
insurance policies including the new policy issued by any one
insurer, insuring any one life and owned by any one person
would exceed $3,000, then the owner shall have the option of
merging and converting such industrial life insurance policies
to one regularly offered ordinary life insurance policy with
the same insurer with no further evidence of insurability re
quired.
(Renumber subsequent section.)
Amendment 3-0n page 9, line 31, strike "promulgated" and
insert: adopted May 4, 1976,
Amendment 4-0n page 1, in title, line 2, strike "life insur
ance solicitation" and insert: insurance
Amendment 5-0n page 1, line 11, after the semicolon ( ;)
insert: amending ss. 627.516, 627.517, Florida Statutes; provid-
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ing for advance payment of premiums and conversion of in
dustrial life insurance policies;
On motion by Senator Jenne, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
816 as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-38
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Frank

Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston

MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
On motion by Senator Vogt, the rules were waived and the
Senate immediately reconsidered the vote by which-

HB 1796-A bill to be entitled An act relating to educational
capital outlay; adding a new subsection (2) to s. 236.25, Florida
Statutes, to authorize district school boards to levy up to 2
mills ad valorem tax for specified purposes; amending s. 236.081(6) (c), Florida Statutes, relating to allocations from the
Florida Education Finance Program, to conform; creating s.
200.066, Florida Statutes; specifying procedures for levying
such millage; providing for notice and hearings; providing a
penalty for failure to comply; providing appropriations for
specified capital outlay projects from the Public Education
Capital Outlay and Debt Service Trust Fund to the district
school boards, the Board of Regents, community college boards
of trustees, and the Florida School for the Deaf and Blind;
providing amount to equalize up to 1 mill of capital outlay mil
lage; providing appropriations from the General Revenue Fund
to various educational agencies for specified projects; amend
ing s. 203.01, Florida Statutes; requiring monthly reports and
payments of the tax on gross receipts for utility services;
amending s. 215.61(3), Florida Statutes; requiring the State
Board of Education to utilize the average annual amount of
revenue collected for the 24 months preceding the last collec
tion known by the Legislature that authorizes the bond issue
included in the Public Education Capital Outlay and Debt
Service Trust Fund appropriation in determining the amount of
bonds which can be serviced by the gross receipts tax; provid
ing an effective date.
-as amended passed this day.
Senator Vogt moved the following amendment which was
adopted by two-thirds vote:
Amendment 10-On page 69, line 12, strike "255, and 287,"
and insert: and 255,
HB 1796 as amended was read by title, passed and certified
to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-34
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn

Fechtel
Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Johnston

MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scott
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson

Nays-None
SB 829-A bill to be entitled An act relating to unemploy
ment compensation; amending s. 443.03(5)(m), (n), Florida
Statutes; providing that paragraph (m) does not apply to per
sons covered under federal unemployment compensation sys-

May 29, 1980

terns; postponing coverage of alien agricultural workers; amend
ing s. 443.06 (8), Florida Statutes; specifying which retirement
benefits are disqualifying; amending s. 443.07(3) (c), Florida
Statutes; prohibiting redetermination later than 1 year after
the end of the last compensable week of the claim; amending ss.
443.08(3)(i), 443.16(2)(b), Florida Statutes; requiring an ems
ployer to file reports and make payments pending certain
actions; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Peterson, by two-thirds vote SB 829 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn

Fechtel
Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne

Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough

Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Vogt
Ware
Williamson

Nays-None
SB 831 was taken up and on motion by Senator William�on; ·
the rules were waived and by two-thirds vote HB 1116 was
withdrawn from the Committee on Transportation.
On motion by Senator Williamson-

HB 1115-A bill to be entitled An act relating to motor
vehicle safety equipment; creating s. 325.271, Florida Statutes,
providing for the administration and operation of certain chart
er county safety equipment inspection stations by private firms;
providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 831 and
read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Williamson,
by two-thirds vote HB 1115 was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson

Nays-None
SB 831 was laid on the table.
SB 905-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Beverage
Law; adding subsections (12) and (13) to s. 561.01, Florida
Statutes, defining the terms "special airport license" and "air
port terminal"; amending s. 561.20(2)(a), Florida Statutes, and
adding paragraph (f) thereto, exempting certain alcoholic bev
erage vendors operating in airports publicly owned or leased by
a county or municipality from the quota alcoholic beverage
license limitations; providing for the issuance of "special air
port licenses"; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senator Henderson moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 1, between lines 16 and 17, insert:
Section 1.
read:

Section 564.07, Florida Statutes, is created to
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On motion by Ms. Rosen, the rules were waived and SB 587, Richmond
Ward
Smith, L.J.
Sample
as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage, the Rosen
Warner
Spaet
Sheldon
vote was:
Weinstock
Ryals
Thomas
Silver
Young
Upchurch
Smith,J.H.
Sadowski
Yeas-103
Nays-9
Price
Fox
Kiser
The Chair
Woodruff
Ready
Smith, C.R.
Patchett
Kutun
Gallagher
Brantley
Allen
Reynolds
Lehman
Carpenter
Gersten
Tygart
Patterson
Barrett
Richmond
Lewis, J. W.
Jones, D. L.
Girardeau
Robinson
Batchelor
Robinson
Lewis, T.F.
Gordon
Bell
Votes
after
roll
call:
Rosen
Lippman
Grant
Boles
Ryals
Gustafson
Lockward
Burnsed
Yeas-Danson, L. R. Hawkins, Dunbar
Haben
Sadowski
Malloy
Burrall
Sample
Hagler
Bush
Mann
Under the rule, the concurrent resolution was immediately
Hall
Sheldon
Margolis
Campbell
certified to the Senate.
Silver
Hattaway
Martin
Carlton
Smith, C.R.
Hawkins, L. R. Martinez
Carpenter
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker
Smith,J. H.
Hawkins, M. E. McPherson
Conway
Smith, L. J.
Hazouri
Cox
Meek
I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
Meffert
Spaet
Healey
Crawford
the Senate has passed as amended CS for SB 815 and requests
Thomas
Hector
Mica
Crotty
the concurrence of the House.
Mitchell
Davis
Thompson
Hieber
Joe Brown, Secretary
Moffitt
Hodges
Deratany
Tygart
Hollingsworth Morgan
Dunbar
Upchurch
Jennings
Dyer
Myers
Ward
By the Committee on Commerce and Senator JenneEckhart
Johnson, B. L. Nergard
Warner
Evans
Nuckolls
Jones, C. F.
Watt
�or SB �A bill to be entitled An act relating to in
Flinn
Jones, D. L.
Ogden
Weinstock
"
e, cteat gs. 626.990, Florida Statutes; providing a state
Flynn
Pajcic
Woodruff
Kelly
ment of purpose; providing exemptions; providing definitions;
Fontana
Kershaw
Patterson
Young
providing disclosure requirements; providing for general rules
Plummer
Foster
Kirkwood
relating to solicitation; requiring insurers soliciting life in
surance to adopt the National Association of Insurance Com
missioners' Buyer's Guide; providing penalties for failure to
Nays-6
comply; amending ss. 627.516, 627.517, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for advance payment of premiums and conversion of
Ewing
Johnson, R. C. Patchett
Shackelford
industrial life insurance policies; providing an effective date.
Gardner
Melby
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
Votes after roll call:
mittee on Insurance.
Yeas-Mills
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified to the Senate after engrossment.
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has adopted SCR 481 and requests the concurrence
of the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary

Representative Mills offered the following amendment:
Amendment I-Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert: Section 1. Section 626.990, Florida Statutes, is
created to read:
626.990

By Senator Don ChildersSCR 481-A concurrent resolution urging the Governor, the
Commissioner of Education, and the State Board of Education
to continue their efforts toward the establishment of a federal
College Assistance Migrant Program in Florida.
-was read the first time by title. On motions by Mrs. Wein
stock, the rules were waived and the concurrent resolution was
read the second time in full and adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-88
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Boles
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Cox
Crawford
Crotty
Davis
Deratany
Dyer
Evans

On motion by Mr. Mills, the rules were waived and CS for
SB 815 was withdrawn from the Committee on Insurance and
taken up. On motion by Mr. Mills, the rules were waived and
CS for SB 815 was read the second time by title.

PURPOSE.-The purpose of this s.ection is to require
insurers to deliver to purchasers of life insurance, informa
tion which will improve the buyer's ability to select the most
appropriate plan of life insurance for his needs, improve the
buyer's understanding of the basic features of the policy which
has been purchas.ed or which is under consideration and to im
prove the ability of the buyer to evaluate the relative costs of
similar plans of life insurance. This section does not prohibit
an insurer from using additional material which is not in vio
lation of this chapter or any other statute or regulation.
(2)

Ewing
Hazouri
Healey
Flinn
Hector
Flynn
Fontana
Hieber
Foster
Hodges
Fox
Hollingsworth
Gallagher
Jennings
Gardner
Johnson, B.L.
Gersten
Johnson, R. C.
Girardeau
Kershaw
Gordon
Kirkwood
Grant
Kiser
Gustafson
Kutun
Haben
Lehman
Hagler
Lewis, J.W.
Hall
Lewis, T.F.
Hattaway
Lippman
Hawkins, M.E. Malloy

Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mitchell
Moffitt
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds

Life Insurance Solicitation.-

(1)

SCOPE; EXEMPTIONS.-

(a) Except as hereafter exempted, this section shall apply
to any solicitation, negotiation, or procurement of life insur
ance occurring within this state. This section shall appy to
any issuer of life insurance contracts including fraternal bene
fit societies.
(b) Unless otherwise specifically included, this section shall
not apply to:
1.

Annuities.;

2.

Credit life insurance;

3.

Group life insurance;

4. Life insurance policies issued in connection with pension
and welfare plans as defined by and which are subject to the
federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ER/SA); OT
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5. Variable life in&urance under which the death benefits
and cash values vary in accordance with unit values of invest
ments held in a separate account.
(S) DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS.-All used in thill
l!ection:
(a) "Buyer's guide" meam a document which shall contain
all the requirements of, and which ill in substantial compliance
with, subsection (6) of this aection.
(b) "Cash dividend" means the current illustrated divi
dend which can be applied toward payment of the groas prem
ium.
(c) "Equivalent level annual dividend" ill calculated by
applying the following steps:
1. Accumulate the annual cash dividends at 5 percent in
terest compounded annually to the end of the 10th and 20th
policy years;
2. Divide each accumulation of step 1. under this para
graph by an interest factor that converts it into one, equiva
lent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning of each
year, would accrue to the values in step 1. under this paragraph
over the res.pective periods stipulated in step 1. hereunder.
If the period is 10 years, the factor is 13.207 and if the period
is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.
3. Divide the results of step 2. under this paragraph by
the number of thousands of the Equivalent Level Death Bene
fits to arrive at the Equivalent Level Annual Dividend.
(d) "Equivalent level death benefit" of a policy or term
life insurance rider is an amount calculated by applying the
following steps:
1. Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon death,
regardless of the cause of death, at the beginning of each
policy year for 10 and 20 years at 5 percent interest com
pounded annually to the end of the 10th and 20th policy years
respectively;
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(g) "Life insurance net payment cost index" is calculated
in the same manner as the comparable life insurance cost index,
except that the cash surrender value and any terminal dividend
are set at zero.
(h) "Policy summary" means a written statement describ
ing the elements of the policy, including, but not limited to, the
following:
1. A prominently placed title as follows: "STATEMENT
OF POLICY COST AND BENEFIT INFORMATION";
2. The name and address of the insurance agent, or, if no
agent is involved, a statement of the procedure to be followed
in order to receive responses to inquiries regarding the policy
summary;
3. The full name and home office or administrative office
address of the company in which the life insurance policy is to
be or has been written;
4.

The generic name of the basic policy and each rider;

5. The following amounts, where applicable, for the first
5 policy years and representative policy years thereafter, suf
ficient to clearly illustrate the premium and benefit patterns,
including, but not necessarily limited to, the years for which
life insurance cost indexes are displayed and at least one age
from 60 through 65, or maturity, whichever is earlier:
a.

The annual premium for the basic policy;

b.

The annual premium for each optional rider;

c. Guaranteed amount payable upon death, at the beginning
of the policy year regardless of the cause of death other than
suicide, or other specifically enumerated exclusions, which is
provided by the basic policy and each optional rider, with bene
fits provided under the basic policy and each rider shown
separately;
d. Total guaranteed cash surrender values at the end of
the year with values shown separately for the basic policy and
each rider;

2. Divide each accumulation of nep 1. under this para
graph by an interest factor that converts it into one, equiva
lent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning of
each year, would accrue to the value in step 1. of this para
graph over the respective periods stipulated in step 1. under
this paragraph. If the period is 10 years, the factor is 19.207
and if the period is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.

e. Cash dividends payable at the end of the year with values
shown separately for the basic policy and each rider. (Divi
dends need not be displayed beyond the 20th policy year); and

(e) "Generic name" means a short title which is descrip
tive of the premium and benefit patterns of a policy or a
rider.

6. The effective policy loan an
. nual percentage interest rate,
if the poli cy contains this provision, specifying whether this
rate is applied in advance or in arrears. If the policy loan in
terest rate is variable, the policy summary includes the maxi
mum annual percentage rate;

(f) "Life insurance surrender cost index" is calculated by
applying the following steps:
1. Determine the guaranteed cash surrender value, if any,
available at the end of the 10th and 20th policy years;
2. For participating policies, add the terminal dividend
payable upon surrender, if any, to the accumulation of the
annual cash dividends at 5 percent interest compounded an
nually to the end of the period selected and add this sum to
the amount determined in step 1. under this paragraph;
3. Divide the result of step 2. under this paragraph (step
1. for guaranteed-cost policies.) by an interest factor that
converts it into an equivalent level annual amount that, if
paid at the beginning of each year, would accrue to the value
in step 2. hereunder (step 1. for guaranteed-cost policies)
over the respective periods stipulated in step 1. If the period
is 10 years, the factor is 13.207 and if the period if !20 years,
the factor is 34.719;
4. Determine the equivalent level premium by accumu
lating each annual premium payable for the basic policy or
rider at 5 percent interest compounded annually to the end
of the period stipulated in step 1. under this paragraph, and
dividing the result by the respective factors stated in step
S. hereunder (this amount is the annual premium payable for
a level premium plan);
5.

Subtract the result of step S. from step 1.;

6. Divide the result of step 5. by the number of thousands
-of the equivalent level death benefit to arrive at the life in
surance surrender cost index.

f. Guaranteed endowment amounts payable under the policy
which are not included under guaranteed ca.sh surrender values
above.

7. Life insurance cost indexes for 10 and 20 years, but in
no case beyond the premium paying period. Separate indexes
must be displayed for the basic policy and for each optional
term life insurance rider. Such indexes need not be included
for optional riders which are limited to benefits such as acci
dental death benefits, disability waiver of premium, preliminary
term life insurance coverage of less than 12 months, and guar
anteed insurability benefits, nor for the basic policies or op
tional riders covering more than one life;
8. The equivalent level annual dividend, in the case of par
ticipating policies and participating optional term life insur
ance riders, under the same circumstances and for the same
durations at which life insurance cost indexes are displayed;
9. A policy summary which includes dividends shall also
include a statement that dividends are based on the company's
current dividend scale and a.re not guaranteed in addition to
a statement in close proximity to the equivalent level annual
dividend as follows: "An explanation of the intended use of
the equiva.lent level annual dividend is included in the life in
surance buyer's guide";
10. A statement in close proximity to the life insurance cost
indexes as follows: "An explanation of the intended use of
these indexes is provided in the life insurance buyer's guide";
and
11. The date on which the policy summary is prepared. The
policy summary must consist of a separate document. All infor
mation required to be disclosed. must be set out in such a_ man�

ner as not to minimize the effect of any portion thereof, or to
render any portion thereof obscure. Any amounts which remain
level for 2 or more years of the policy may be represented by
a single number if it is clearly indicated what amounts are
applicable for each policy year. Amounts in subparagraph 5. of
this paragraph shall be listed in total, not on a per thousand
nor per unit basis. If more than one insured is covered under
one policy or rider, guaranteed death benefits shall b_e displaye_d
separately for each insured or for each class of insureds, if
death benefits do not differ within the class. Zero amounts shall
be displayed as zero, and shall not be displayed as a blank
space.
(4)

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.-

(a) The insurer shall provide to all prospective purchasers
a buyer's guide and a policy summary prior to accepting
any applicant's initial premium or premium deposit, unless the
policy for which application is made contains an unconditio�al
refund provision of at least 10 days, or unless the policy
summary contains such an unconditional refund offer, in
which event the buyer's guide and policy summary must be
delivered with the policy or prior to delivery of the policy.
(b) The insurer shall provide a buyer's guide and a policy
summary to any prospective purchaser upon request.
(5) GENERAL
TION.-
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(a) Each insurer subject to this section shall maintain at
its home office or principal office a complete file containing
one copy of each document authorized by the insurer for
use pursuant to this section. Such file shall contain one
copy of each authorized form for a period of S years follow
ing the date of its last authorized use.

tion Model Regulation shall be in compliance with the require
ments of this section.
(7) FAILURE TO COMPLY.-The failur� of an insurer
to provide or deliver a buyer's guide, or a policy summary _as
provided in subsection (4) shall constitute an omission which
misrepresents the benefits, advantages, conditions or terms of
an insurance policy within the meaning of Part VII of Chapter
626.

Section 2.
read:

Section 627.516, Florida Statutes, is amended to

627.516 Advance � payment of premiums.-Each in
surer shall allow a refund or discount on advance premiums
paid for an industrial life insurance policy if such premiums
are paid in a single sum covering a period of at least 13 weeks.
Such refund or discount shall reflect the difference in costs
between weekly or monthly premium payment and the advance
premiums being paid, with an interest factor used to reflect
the time value of money. fn the eaee &f wee!.½' J3Pem.ium �
eies.,��eea�that��n&i;ieetoifte
tilffiH'iH'; WR-ile fH'�� - the � - � m �
hey&nil � � �
the tnte�a to fl&;' wt!H'e �
HifflS �y to th... � &t tts ft&ffie � &l' &ny &#tee
&esignatea � the � :f&p the J3UFfl0Be, the tIH!1H'ei' WHt M
the eoo
eaeft � &f Q ;,e&P ffi)fft the 4- t!a-te &f the �
fH'..-lltt-U-m fie � :f&p � � &Uefl 13Pemiuma &Pe e& �
ee-n-ti-� � .!� hey&nil tll.e gr&ee � Fefu.nil
a &t&tee f1€Peentage &f the flFem.iumo in &a � whleft �
�ate � a&¥-i-ng;, i-n ealleetien &'t-fleaee,

*

Section 3.
read:

*

Section 627.517, Florida Statutes, is amended to

(e) A system or presentation which does not recognize the
time value of money through the use of appropriate interest
adjustments shall not be used for comparing the cost of two
or more life insurance policies. Such a system may be used for
the purpose of demonstrating the cash-flow pattern of a
policy if such presentation is accompanied by a statement dis
closing that the presentation does not recognize that, because
of interest, a dollar in the future has less value than a dollar
today.

627 .517 Conversion.-Each industrial life insurance policy
issued or issued for delivery on or after January 1, 1981, shall
provide that if, upon the sale of any new industrial life insur
ance pol,icy, the combined face value of all industrial life
insurance policies including the new policy issued by any one
insurer, insuring any one life and owned by any one person
would exceed $3,000, then the owner shall have the option
of merging and converting such industrial life insurance
policies to one regularly offered ordinary life insurance policy
with the same insurer with no further evidence of insurability ·
required. � Fft&Y ee a 13Feuioi0n ta the eaee &4'. HHI�
� gPanting 50 ifte ����"'a�
&rHi �n flPesentatien &i e,,,� &f i-nsuPaeility oatiofaetePy
to � HttHH",n•, the flPivilege ef eenYeFting o,n,y ineuotFial in
!!tH'&nee � to &ny MPH½ &i !He insuFanee w� lees �eat
J3Pem.ium �&to pegulaPly � � the � m �
- wt¼ term.e &lltl ee-� &gPeed �I¼ wt¼ the �
� 13P:vilege &cf ffliHHftg' � eennPsiaR n€eil ee g,¥Mtte4 a,n½'
H the inouPeP'o iaa1,1stPial � lffi the !He �
&e 13Pem.ium � inouPaRee &ail 9ft whleft e&BYePeien ts
f'eEtU-=-� gF&Ili eenefi-ta m �
elEelusiYe
&.lil½
�na+ aeeiElental � � &rul eicelusi•re
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(f) A presentation of benefits shall not display guaranteed
and nonguaranteed benefits as a single sum unless they are
shown separately in close proximity thereto.

Section 4. Short title.-For purposes of sections 4, 6,
6, 7, 8, and 9, this act may be cited as the "Florida Medicare
Supplement Reform Act."

(b) An agent shall inform the prospective purchaser, prior
to commencing a life insurance sales presentation, that he is
acting as a life insurance agent, and shall inform the prospec
tive purchaser of the full name of the insurance company
which he is representing. In sales situations in which an
agent is not involved, the insurer shall identify its full name.
(c) Terms such as financial planner, investment advisor,
financial consultant, or financial counseling shall not be used
in such a way as to imply that the insurance agent is generally
en.gaged in an advisory business in which compensation is un
related to sales unless such is actually the case.
(d) Any reference to policy dividends must include a
statement that dividends are not guaranteed.

(g) A statement regarding the use of the life insurance
cost indexes shall include an explanation to the effect that
the inde::ces are useful only for the comparison of the rela
tive costs of two or more similar policies.
(h) A life insurance cost index which reflects dividends
or an equivalent level annual dividend shall be accompanied by
a statement that it is based on the insurer's current dividend
scale, and is not guaranteed.
(i) For the purposes of this section, the annual premium
for a basic policy or rider, for which the insurer reserves
the right to change the premium, shall be the maximum annual
premium.
(6) ADOPTION OF BUYER'S GUIDE; REQUJRE
MENTS.-Any insurer soliciting life insurance in this state
on or after October 1, 1980, shall adopt and use a buyer's
guide, and the adoption and use by an insurer of the buyer's
guide adopted May 4, 1926 by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners in the NAIC Life Insurance Solicita,.

*

Section 5.

*� *

m�

*

*

Definitions. -

For purposes of sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of this act,
a "Medicare supplement policy" is a disability insurance policy
or other health benefit plan offered by a private entity to
individuals who are entitled to have payments for health care
costs made under Medicare, Title XVIII of the Social Security
Act ("Medicare"), as presently constituted and as may later
be amended, which provides reimbursement for expenses in
curred for services and items for which payment may be made
under Medicare but which are not reimbursable by reason of
the applicability of deductibles, coinsurance amounts, or other
limitations imposed by Medicare, but does not include any such
policy or plan of one or more employers or labor organizations,
or of the trustees of a fund established by one or more em
ployers or labor organizations, or combination thereof, for
employees or former employees, or combination thereof, or for
members or former members, or combination thereof, of the
labor organizations, or of any professional, trade or occupa
tional association for its members or former or retired mem
bers, or combination thereof, if such association:
(1)
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(a) Is composed of individuals all of whom are actively
engaged in the same profession, trade or occupation;
(b) Has been maintained in good faith for purposes other
than the obtaining of insurance; and
(c) Has been in existence for at least 2 years prior to the
date of its initial offering of such policy or plan to its members.
(2) For purposes of this section, the term "policy" includes
a certificate issued under such a policy, which policy has been
issued, delivered, or issued for delivery in this state. A Medi
care supplement policy is only a policy which can be expected,
as estimated for the entire period for which rates are com
puted to provide coverage, on the basis of incurred claims ex
perience and earned premiums for such period and in accordance
with accepted actuarial principles and practices, to return to
policyholders in the form of aggregate benefits provided under
the policy, at least 75 percent of the aggregate amount of
premiums collected in the case of group policies and at least
60 percent of the aggregate amount of premiums collected in
the case of individual policies. For this purpose, policies issued
as a result of solicitations of individuals through the mail or
by mass media advertising, including both print and broad
cast advertising, shall be deemed to be individual policies.
Section 6. Designation as Medicare supplement policy; penal
ties for violations.-No policy of disability insurance, whether
individual, group, blanket, or franchise, shall be delivered or
issued for delivery in this state as a Medicare supplement
policy unless it meets the requirements of sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9 of this act. Any violation of this act shail subject the
insurer to the provisions of s. 624.4211, Florida Statutes.
Section 7.

Minimum standards.-

(!) The standards enumerated in this section shall be the
minimum which a disability policy must meet before such a
policy may be advertised, sold, delivered or issued for delivery
in this state as a Medicare supplement policy. Nothing in this
section shall be construed as limiting or prohibiting the in
clusion of additional coverages or benefits, provided such cover
ages or benefits are designed to fill the gaps in health care
costs not addressed by the federal Medicare program.
(2) (a) The Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer shall
issue rules hereunder such that the combination of this law
and such rules shall be no less comprehensive or beneficial to
persons insured or covered under Medicare supplement policies
issued, delivered, or issued for delivery in this state, including
certificates under such group or blanket policies, which policies
have been so issued, delivered, or issued for delivery, than
under the provisions pertaining to Medicare supplement policies
contained in the NAIC Model Regulation to Implement the
Individual Accident and Sickness Minimum Standards Act
adopted by the National Association of Insurance Commis
sioners on June 6, 1979, and in the Model Individual Accident
and Sickness Insurance Minimum Standards Act adopted by
said association as such model act was constituted on the effec
tive date hereof.
(b) The commissioner shall issue rules to establish specific
standards, including standards of full and fair disclosure, that
set forth the manner, content, and required disclosure for the
sale of group, blanket, franchise and individual Medicare sup
plement policies and Medicare supplement subscriber contracts
of nonprofit hospital, medical, and dental service associations,
other than conversion policies issued pursuant to a contractual
conversion privilege under a group or individual polic�· of dis
ability insurance, when such group or individual contract con
tains provisions which are inconsistent with the requirements of
this act or any rule issued pursuant to the act, or pursuant to
policies being issued to eligible persons being added to fran
chise plans in existence on the effective date of this act or
any rule issued pursuant to the act, which shall be in addition
to and in accordance with applicable laws of this state, in
cluding s. 627.643, Florida Statutes, and parts VI and VII of
chapter 627, Florida Statutes, which may cover persons eligible
for Medicare by reason of age.
( c) The commissioner may issue rules that specif�• prohibited
policies or policy provisions not otherwise specifically author
ized by statute which in the opinion of the commissioner are
unjust, unfair, or unfairly discriminatory to the policyholder,
and person insured under the policy, or beneficiary.
(3) No policy shall be filed with the department as a Medi
care supplement policy unless the policy meets or exceeds, either
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in a single policy or, in the case of nonprofit hospital and
medical service associations, in one or more policies issued in
conjunction with one another, the requirements of the NAIC
Model Regulation to Implement the Individual Accident and
Sickness Insurance Minimum Standards Act, as adopted by the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners on June 6,
1979, as it applies to Medicare supplement policies. The follow
ing requirements shall be included but need not be limited to
these. The policy must:
(a) Cover all of Part A (hospital insurance) eligible ex
penses for hospitalization to the extent not covered under Part
A from the 61st day through the 90th day in any Medicare
benefit period.
(b) Cover Part A eligible expenses incurred as daily hos
pital charges during use of Medicare's lifetime hospital in
patient reserve days.
(c) Cover, upon exhaustion of all Medicare hospital in
patient coverage, including the lifetime reserve days, 90 percent
of all Part A eligible expenses for hospitalization not covered by
Medicare, subject to a lifetime maximum benefit of an addition
al 365 days.
(d) Cover 20 percent of the amount of eligible expenses
under Part B (medical insurance), regardless of hospital con
finement, subject to a maximum calendar year out-of-pocket de
ductible of $200 of such expenses and to a maximum benefit
of at least $5,000 per calendar year.
( e) Be written in simplified language, be easily understood
by purchasers and be otherwise in accordance with s. 627.602,
Florida Statutes.
(f) Not limit or preclude liability under the policy for a
period longer than 6 months because of a health condition
existing before the policy is effective.
(g) Contain a prominently displayed "no loss cancellation
clause" enabling the insured to return the policy within 30 days
of the date of receipt of the policy, or the certificate issued
thereunder, with return in full of any premium paid.
(h) Contain a prominently displayed notice of any coordi
nation of benefits clause which might in any way restrict pay•
ment under the policy.
(i) Be accompanied by a copy of the Medicare Supplement
Buyer's Guide developed by the National Association of In
surance Commissioners and the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Delivery of the buyer's guide
shall be made whether or not the policy qualifies as a Medicare
supplement coverage in accordance with this act. Except in
the case of a direct response insurer, delivery of the buyer's
guide shall be made at the time of application and acknowledge
ment of receipt or certification of delivery of the buyer's guide
shall be provided to the insurer. Direct response insurers shall
deliver the buyer's guide upon request but not later than at
the time the policy is delivered.
(j) Be accompanied by an outline of coverage as to such
policy, in the form prescribed by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners in the NAIC Model Regulation to
Implement the Individual Accident and Sickness Insurance
Minimum Standards Act as adopted by the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners on June 6, 1979, and:
1. Such outline shall be delivered to the applicant at the
time application is made and, except for the direct response
policy, acknowledgement of receipt or certification of delivery
of such outline of coverage shall be provided to the insurer.
2. If the policy is issued on a basis which would require
revision of the outline, a substitute outline of coverage properly
describing the policy, contract, or group certificate must ac
company the policy, when it is delivered and contain the follow
ing statement, in no less than 12 point type, immediately above
the company name: "NOTICE: Read this outline of coverage
carefully. It is not identical to the outline of coverage provided
upon application and the coverage originally applied for has not
been issued."
3. Outlines of coverage delivered in conjunction with individ
ual policies of hospital confinement, indemnity insurance, speci
fied disease insurance, specified accident insurance, supple
mental disability insurance, other than Medicare supplement
insurance, or nonconventional disability coverage as defined

by law in this state to persons eligible for Medica:e by reason
of age shall contain the following language which shall be
printed on or attached to the first page: "This policy IS NOT
A MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT policy. If you are eligible for
Medicare, review the Medicare Supplement Buyer's Guide avail
able from the company."
Section 8. Mandated coverages inapplicable to Medicare sup
plement policies unless specifically made applicable.-No cover
age which is required by a l�w of this _state en�cted on
or after the effective date of this act to be included in group,
individual blanket or franchise disability policies need be
included in any Medicare supplement policy unless inclusion
thereof is specifically made applicable to Medicare supplement
policies by the terms of such law.
Section 9. This act shall take effect October 1, 1980, except
that sections 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of this act shall take effect
January 1, 1981, and shall apply to all policies issued on or
after that date.
Mr. Mills moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Mills offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 2-Strike the title and insert: An act relating
to insurance; creating s. 626.990, Florida Statutes; providing a
statement of purpose; providing exemption; pr_o':iding defini
tions; providing disclosure_ re_quiremen_ts_; P:oviding fo� _g�n
eral rules relating to solicitation; requiring insurers solic1tmg
life insurance to adopt the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners' Buyer's Guide; providing penalties for failure
to comply; amending s. 627.516, Florida Sta�utes; provid!ng
for discounts for advance payments of premiums; amendmg
s. 627.517, Florida Statutes; providing for conversion of indus
trial to ordinary insurance under certain circumstances; esta�
lishing requirements in the sale of Medic3:re ,,supplen:ie?t poli
cies; defining "Medicare supplemen� policy ; . providing_ !or
minimum standards and accompanying materials; providing
for rules relating to coverage, disclosure for sale of policies,
and prohibited policy provision�; pro"'.iding penalti�s; providing
that certain coverage shall be inapplicable to Medicare supple
ment policies; providing an effective date.
Mr. Mills moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
On motion by Mr. Mills, the rules were waived and CS for
SB 815, as amended, was read the third time by title. On pas
sage, the vote was:
Yeas-110
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Eckhart
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Nays--None
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Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson,B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood

Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T.F.
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Meffert
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckoll■
Ogden
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson

Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Smith, C. R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Woodruff
Young

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Evans, Silver
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed with amendmentsBy the Committee on Regulatory ReformHB 1165-A bill to be entitled An act relating to investiga
tive agencies and deception det1;ctors; c�eating pa:t. I of chap_ter
493 Florida Statutes, substantially revising prov1s1ons
relatmg
to investigative agencies; redefining terms with respect to in
vestigative agencies; providing for rules; providing access by
the Department of State to criminal justice information; specify
ing classes of licenses; providi�g restrictions . 1;1pon �ertain
classes; altering licensing requirements; reqmrmg licensed
agencies to notify the departme�t. of changes . of par�er�, cor
porate officers or licensees; providing for and increasmg license
fees; providing for the investigation of apJ!licants for li�enses;
changing provisions with respect to the issuance of licenses
and grounds for denial; requiring cert!ficates ?f. insurance l!-nd
removing bonding requirements; rem?"'.mg prov1�1on� re�latmg
who may supervise an agency; providing for bienmal licenses;
expanding the applicability of provisions req1;1iring identification
cards; entitling certain licensee� to be special process serve:s;
removing the licensure exemption fo! central burgl3:r or fire
alarm protection businesses; conforming to the act license re
newal provisions; providing additi?nal conditions upo1;1 _the re
newal of certain licenses; conforming to the act prov1s1ons re
lating to change of location of licensee; changing and expanding
upon the grounds for disciplinary actio�; _spe�ifying disciplinary
actions; creating a trust fund and restnctmg its bala?ce; r�mov
ing provisions relating to the carrying on of a _business 1f th_e
licensee dies· abolishing the Private Investigative Agency Li
censing Tru;t Fund; changing the classes o_f licens1:e� which
must obtain local occupational licenses; removing prov1s1ons au
thorizing the issuance of statewide permit to . c_ertain lic�nsees
to carry a firearm or weapon; changing pr?v1sions relat�ng_ to
the possession of firea::ms and we8:pons by_ licensees; abolishm�
the department's advisory council; requiring repossessor li
censees to maintain inventories; removing provisions prohibit
ing licensees from indicating certain association with govern
ment agencies; creating part II of chap�r 493, Fl_orida Statu�es,
relating to deception detectors; changing the license reqmre
ments for deception detectors and increasing the fees for de
tection of deception examiners and interns; removing provisions
relating to the investigation of applicant�; remov_i�g provisi?ns
requiring licensees to post bonds; _ r1:movmg P:ov1�1ons_ rela�mg
to the issuance of licenses; providing for b1enmal licensmg;
adopting by reference for decep�ion detector� the disci_plinar_y
actions and grounds therefor which are applicable to mvesti
gative agencies; deleting provisions relating to the departme�t's
advisory council; repealing the existing chapter 493, flonda
Statutes, relating to investigative alifenc�es and_ deceptio1;1 d_ e
tectors; providing for repeal and legislative review; prov1dmg
an effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary
Senate Amendment 2-On page 3, line 11, strike everything
after the enacting clause and insert:
Section 1. Part I of chapter 493, Florida Statutes, con
sisting of sections 493.001, 493.002, 493.003, 493.004, 493.005,
493.006, 493.007, 493.008, 493.009, 493.011, 493.012, 493.013, 493.014, 493.015, 493.016, 493.017, 493.018, 493.019, 493.021, 493.022,
493.023, 493.024, 493.025, 493.026, 493.027, and 493.028, is cre
ated to read:

PART I
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIVE AGENCIES, PATROL
AGENCIES, ETC.
493.01 Definitions, part !.-As used in this act:
( 1) "Private investigative age;1cy" means ai:id includes ai:y
person, firm, company, partnership or_ corp?rat1or_i, e1.1gaged m
the business of furnishing for hire private mvestigations.
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CS/SB 815 by Commerce
Committee and Senator
Jenne Ch. 80-156

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Currently, Department of Insurance rules regulate the
advertising of life insurance and annuity contracts in
Florida (ch. 4-35). The intent of the rules is �o assure
"truthful and adequate disclosure of all material and
relevant information" in the advertising of these
contracts. The rules apply, but are not limited to,
descriptive literature and all kinds of sales aids issued
by an insurer to the insurance buying public. They
address, but are not limited to, advertisement of
proceeds, premiums payable or limited, use of dividends,
and testimonials or endorsements by third parties. The
fact that a policy is made available to a prospective
purchaser prior to sale, or that a refund offer is
contained in the policy, does not remedy misleading
statements (4-35.06). The rules do not require
information to be provided, they simply regulate the
content of what insurers provide.
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B.

Currently, in 32 states, the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners' (NAIC) model disclosure regulation
has been adopted as a regulation. Basically, the model
regulation requires disclosure of certain information to
the insurance buying public, with certain exceptions.
Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill adopts the NAIC model regulation pertaining to
disclosure requirements.
Basically, the bill provides for disclosure of policy
cost and benefit information. It requires insurers
soliciting insurance to adopt the NAIC Buyer's Guide or a
buyer's guide which is more comprehensive than this.
The disclosure section of the bill provides that the
insurer must give all prospective purchasers a Buyer's
Guide and Policy Summary before accepting the first
premium unless the policy contains an unconditional refund
provision of at least ten days or the Policy Summary
contains an unconditional refundoffer, in which event
these documents must be provided before, or concurrent
with, policy delivery. The bill is addressed to
solicitations of insurance and is designed to ''improye
the buyer's ability to select the most appropriate plan
of life insurance for his needs." The bill is also
aimed at improving the buyer's understanding of the
fundamental features of the policy purchased, and improving
his ability to evaluate relative costs of similar plans of
life insurance.
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The life insurance solicitation sections of the bill apply
to any issuer of life contracts, including fraternal
benefit societies, but would not apply, unless otherwise
specifically included, to annuities, credit life or group
policies, policies subject to ERISA or variable life
insurance.
The bill provides that under certain circumstances,
industrial life insureds may qualify for refunds on
discounts on advance premiums paid. It also provides that
industrial life insurance policies may be converted to
ordinary life policies, with no further evidence of
insurability, if upon the sale of any new policy the
combined face value by one insurer, on one life, will �
exceed $3,000. Certain sections of the bill also apply to
specified Medicare Supplement (Medicap) policies, as
defined. These sections require, among other things,
conformance with defined minimum standards.
Penalties for failure to conform are provided.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill facilitates the public's ability to compare life
insurance policies. This should have a positive economic
impact with respect to insureds' being better able to
select life insurance which fits their needs. Industrial
life insureds may benefit from conversion provisions and
refunds on advance premiums. Persons purchasing medicare
supplement policies should be better able to avoid
duplication of coverage. Precise impact of benefits
resulting from this bill is unquantifiable.
A spokesman for the industry stated that the economic
impact of this bill on insurers will probably be minimal
because initial disclosure rules were promulgated several
years ago in other states and the major expense was incurr
at that time.

B.

Government:
It is possible that administrative fines, in lieu of
suspension or revocation, will be assessed against
insurers who violate the bill's provisions. The amount of
any funds the Department may collect in this regard is
unquantifiable.

III.

COMMENTS: Technical errors -- None noted.

. [ HB 1 8 6 0 ( 1 9 8 0 ) ]
?CB #30
Life insurance solicitation
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to life insurance solicitation;

creating s. _626.990, Florida Statutes;

providing a statement of ?Ur?ose; providing

4

exemptions; providing definitions; providing

5

disclosure requirements; providing for general

:1
91
10\

:
12:
.

I

11;

13

lJI

15

161

17

13

rules relating to solicitation; requiring

insurers soliciting life insurance to adopt the
National Association of Insurance

Commissioners' Buyer's Guide; providing

penalties for failure to comply; providing an

eff�ctive Cate ..

Be It Snacted by the Legislature o: t:ie State of Florida:
Section l.

created to read:
626.990

19

(1)

20

Section 626.990, Florida Statutes, is

Life Insurance Solicitation.--

?URPCSS.--'!'he pu::pose of th:s se·ct ion is to

require ins�re�s to deliver �o p��=�cse�s of life insurance,

211 information which will improve the buyer's ability to select
22i the most appropriate plan of life insurance for his needs,

231 impr'bve the buyer's understanding of t:ie ::iasic :ea tu res of t:-ie
24j policy which has been purchased or which is under

25

consideration and to improve the a::iility of the buyer to

261 evaluate the relative costs of similar plans of life
i
21 ! insurance. This section does not prohibit an ir.surer from
i

�

i

using additional material which is not in violation of t�is

29 : c:: apt a r or any other statute or re q u lat ion .

JO I

(2)

SCOPS; SXSMP�IONS. --

l
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(a)

Except as hereafter exem pted, this section shall

apply to any solicitation, negotiation, or procurement of life
31 insurance occurring within this state.

This section shall

41 apply to any issuer of life insurance contracts including
fraternal benefit societies.
Unless otherwise specifically included, this

(b)

section shall not apply to:
1.

Annuities;

2.

Credit life insurance;

10

3.

Group life insurance;

11

4.

Life insurance policies i5��ed in connection with

91

121 pension and welfare plans as defined by and which are subject
131 to the federal Smployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
IJI

(SRISA); or
5.

15

Variable life insurance under which the death

161 benefits and cash values vary in accordance with unit values
171 of investments held in a separate account.
(3)

DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS.--As used in this

(a)

"Suyer's guide" means a document which shall

18

191 section:
20

211 contain all the requirements of, and which is in substantial
22! conpliance •,1ith, subsection
23

(bl

(5)

of this section.

"Cash dividend" means the current illustrated

24i dividend which can be applied toward payment of the gross
251 rremium.
26

(c)

"Equivalent level annual dividend" is calculated

27! by arplying the following ste;:is:
28

1.

n
3G

Accunulate the annual cash dividends at S rercent

interest compounded annually to the end of the 10th and 20th
I

policy ye ars;
2
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2.

Divide each accumulation of step 1. under this

21 paragraph by an interest factor that converts it into one,
31 equivalent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning
JI of each year, would accrue to the values in step 1. under this
51 paragraph over the respective periods stipulated in ·step 1.
61 hereunder.

If the period is 10 years, the factor is 13.207

71 and if the period is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.
3.

Divide the results of step 2. under this paragraph

by the number of thousands of the Equivalent Level Death
1�! 3enefits to arrive at the Equivalent Level Annual Dividend.
11

(d)

"Equivalent level death benefit" of a policy or

121 term life insurance rider is an amount calculated by applying
13 i the following steps:
1.

l.!

Accumulate the guaranteed amount payable upon

151 ceath, regardless of the cause of death, at the beginning of
16i each ;:iolicy year for 10 and 20 years at 5 percen': interest
171 compounded annually to the end of the 10th and 20th policy
IS! years respectively;
2.

19

Divide each accumulation of step l. under this

201 ?Cras:aph by en inte�est :ac�or �hat conve:ts :t into one,

21 l equivalent level annual amount that, if paid at the beginning
22

of each year, would accrue to the value in step l. of this

j,_j !

paragraph over the respective periods stipulated in step l.

2.!

under this paragraph.

25

is 13.207 and if the period is 20 years, the factor is 34.719.

Ml

26

(e)

If the period is 10 years, the factor

"Generic name" means a short title which is

27, descri?tive of the premium and benefit patterns of a !Jolicy or
"'0
.....

29

a r1aer.
.

..

( f)

"Life insurance surrender cost index" is

JO, calculated by a;:iplying the followi;-:g steps:
31
3
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1.

Determine the guaranteed cash surrender value, if

21 any, available at the end of the 10th and 20th policy years;
2.

For participating policies, add the terminal

41 dividend payable upon surrender, if any, to the accumulation
51 of the annual cash dividends at 5 percent interest compounded
61 annually to the end of the period selected and add this sum to
71 the anount determined in step 1. under this paragraph;
3.
9i

1011
1

Divide the result of step 2. under this paragraph

(step 1. for guaranteed-cost policies) by an i.1terest factor
'

.

'
tnat
converts 1t into an equivalent level annual amount that,

1 ! if ;:aid at t::e beginning of each ye2�., woulc accrue to the

,21 value in ste!,J 2. hereunder (ste!_:) 1. for guaranteed-cost
131 policies) over the respective periocs stipu:ated in ste!_:) l.
lJI

If the period is 10 years, the :actor is 13. 207 and if the

riod is 20 v
the factor is 3 4 • 7 1 9 ;
15 I ce
• ears ,
•
I

16

4.

Determine the equivalent level premium by

171 accumulating each annual premium payable for the basic !,Jolicy
181 or rider at 5 percent interest compounded annually to the end
19: of the ?eriod s�ipulated in s':e? l. unC:er th:s ?c�a��3�h, 3nd

Wi dividing the result by the respect�ve factors stated in ste!,J
21 I 3. hereunder (this anount is the annual premium !=)ayable for a
22i level premiu::i plan);
231

2J

5.

Subtract the result of ste? 3. fror:i step l.;

6.

Divide the result of step 5. by the number of

25! thousands of the equivalent level death benefit to arri·Je at
26! t.-ie life insurance surrender ::est incex.
27

(g)

"Life insurance. net payment cost index" is

:g I calculated in the sa�e r:ianner es t�e cor:iparable life i;,surance

?9' cost index, except that the ::as:i surrenc:er value and any
30i terminal dividend are set at :ero.
2;

4
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(h)

"Policy summary" means a written statement

21 describing the elements of the policy, including, but not
31 limited to, the following:
1.

A prominently placed title as follows:

"STATEMENT

51 OF POLICY COST AND BENEFIT INFORMATION";
2.

The name and address of the insurance agent, or, if

7· no agent is involved, a statement of the procedure to be
3!

followed in order to receive responses to inquiries regarding

9j the policy summary;
3.

10

The full name and home office or administrative

11! office address of the company in whi=� the life insurance
12, policy is to be or has been written;
13

4.

The generic name of the basic policy and each

5.

The following amounts, where applicable, for the

UI rider;
15

161 first 5 policy years and representat:ve policy years
17i thereafter, sufficient to clearly illustrate the premium and
18i benefit patterns, including, but not necessarily limited to,
19! �:':-: years f::r which 1:.:e ir.su:ai'lce �:st inC:exes are �is?!ayeC
20! and at least one age from 60 through 65, or r:iac:urity,
i
21 I whichever is earlier:
221
I
23 I

a.

The annual premium for the basic policy;

b.

The annual premium for each optional rider;

24

c.

Guaranteed amount payable upon death, at the

251 beginning of the policy year regardless of the cause of death
�i other than suicide, or other specifically enur:ierated
llj exclusions, which is provided by the basic policy and each
:s' optional rider, with benefits provided under the basic po�icy
29 · :!r.d each rider sr.own sepa::-a::ely;
;0
31
5
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d.

Total guaranteed cash surrender values at the end

21 of the year with values shown separately for the basic policy

31 and each rider;
e.

61

Cash dividends payable at the end of the year with

values shown separately for the basic policy and each rider.

(Dividends need not be displayed beyond the 20th policy year);

and

f.

Guaranteed endowment amounts payable under the

,: policy which are not included under guaranteed cash surrender

,OI values above.
11

6.

The effective policy loan annual ?ercentage

121 interest rate, if the policy contains this ?revision,

131 specifying whether this rate is applied in advance or in

1.!I arrears.

If the policy loan interest rate is variable, the

policy summary includes the maximum annual ?ercentage rate;

16

7.

�ife insurance cost indexes for 10 and 20 years,

171 but in no case beyond the premium ?aying period.

Separate

18 I indexes must be displayed for the basic policy and for each
!9: optional ter::1 life insl!ra.nce riCer.

Such indexes need not be

201 included for op::.ional riders which are lim:::.ed to bene,:its

21

:2
?"
.J

such as accidental death benefits, disability waiver of

premium, preliminary term li:e insurance coverage of less than
12 months, and guaranteed insurability benefits, nor for the

2�1 basic policies or optional riders covering more than one life;

25
,5

8.

The equivalent level annual dividend, in the case

of participating policies and participating optional term life

27: insurance riders, under the sar:ie circumstances and :or t::;e
:3· sa;-:-:e durations at ·w·h::.ch li:e i:-is'Jra:ice cos� :.::dexes c:-e

29

30
i

dis?layed;
9.

A policy summary which includes dividends shall

21; a:so i:-.cll!de a stater.ier.t t:1a: :::videnCs �::-e ':)a.sed on t::e

6
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company's c urrent dividend scale and are not guaranteed in
21 addition to a statement in close proximity to the equivalent
level annual dividend as follows:

"An explanation of the

�I intended use of the equivalent level annual dividend is
51 included in the life insurance buyer's guide";
10.

A statement in close proximity to the life

insurance cost indexes as follows:

"An explanation of the

81 intended use of these indexes is provided in the life
9: insurance buyer's guide";
,)

11.

and

The date on which the policy summary is prepared.

'1

':he policy sur..mary r:iust consist of a separate document.

;2

information required to be disclosed must be set out ir. such a

iJ

manner a.5 r,ot to r.iinimize the effect of any !=)ortion thereof,

u!

or to render any ,iortion thereof obscure.

All

Any amounts which

15J remain level for 2 or more years of the policy may be
161 represented by a single number if it is clearly indicated what
17; amounts are a,iplicable for each policy year .

.!..mounts in

1oi subparagraph 5. of this ?aragraph shall be listed in total,
19: not on a ?er thousand nor per uni.: basis.

�1

If more then one

insured is covered under one policy or rider,

guaranteed death

21 ! benefits shall be displayed se,iarately for each insured or for
22! each class of insurecs,
23 1 the class .

if ceath benefits co not differ within

Zero amounts shall be displayed as zero, and shall

2�i :1ot be displayed as a blank space.

25
26 I

(4)
(a)

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMEN�S.--

The insurer shall provide to all prospective

27! purchasers a buyer's guide and a policy summary prior to
:3

accepting any ap!=)licant's i:1i::.al preniur., or premium de!Josit,

29

unless the policy :or ;;hich a;:i?lication is :;,ace contai:1s ar.

30

unconditional refund ?revision of at least lC days, or unless

31:

::..�a pol:.cy sur:ir:iary contains suc:-i an ·..:nccr.c:.:ional

refund
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offer, in which event the buyer's guide and policy summary
21 must be delivered with the policy or prior to delivery of the
policy.
J

(ti)

The insurer shall provide a buyer's guide and a

51 policy summary to any prospective purchaser upon request.
(C)

In the case of policies for which the equivalent

level death benefit does not exceed $5,000, the requirement
31 for providing a policy summary will be satisfied by delivery
9 1 cf a written statement containing the information described in
:01 parag!:'aph. (3) (c;) of this section, subparagraphs 2., 3., 4.,
i 11 5. a., 5. b. , 5. c., 6., 7., 10., and l :_ ..
I
(5) GENERAL RULES RELATING 70 SOLICI,AT:ON.-; 21
(a)

:3:

Each insurer subject to this section shall

maintain at its home office or principal office a complete
I
151 file containing one copy of each document authorized by the
lJ,

16 I insure!:' for use pursuant to tr.is section.

Such file shall

171 contain one copy of each authorized form for a period of 3
181 years following the date of its last authorized use.
(b)

�i

An agent shall infor;n :he prospective purchaser,

2ui prior to cor.if!lencing a life insurance sales presentation, that
2)1 he is acting as a li:e insuran:::e agent, and sha�l infor;n the
22

prospective purchaser of the full name of the insurance

13

company wl:ich he :s representing.

24

25

In sales situations in

I •..;hich an agent is not involved, the insurer shall ident:fy its

1

full name.

26

(c)

Terms such as financial planner, investment

27. advisor, financial consultant, or financial counseling shall
:s

:10:. be used in such a way cs to i:il?!Y ":.hat the insuraiice a.aent

:?

is gene::-ally engaged in an acv:sorJ ::iusir.ess in which

:o· compensation is unrelated ':o sa::.es unless such is actually the
::;se.

8
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(d)

Any reference to policy dividends must include a

21 statement that dividends are not guaranteed.
(e)

A system or presentation which does not recognize

41 the time value of money through the use of appropriate
51 interest adjustments shall not be used for comparing the cost
61 of two or more life insurance policies.

Such a system may be

used for the purpose of demonstrating the cash-flow pattern of
8: a policy if such presentation is accompanied by a statement
91 disclosing that the presentation does not recognize that,
10

because of interest, a dollar in the future has less value

11 ' t:-: an a c: o 11 a r to cay.
12
�3

( f)
1

A presentation of benefits shall not c:isplay

gucranteed cr.d r.onguaranteeC �enefits as a single sum unless

lJ' they are shown separately :n close proximity thereto.
�5

(g)

A statement regarding the �se of ::he l:fe

15i insurance cost indexes shall include an explanation to the
17; effect that the indexes are useful only for the comparison of
181 the relative costs of ::wo or more similar policies.
:? :

(h)

A l!fe !nsurance cost :ndex wtich reflects

W, dividenc:s or an equivalent level annual dividend shall be
21! accompanied by a statement that i:: is based on the insurer's
22
23:

current dividend scale, and is not guaranteec.
(i)

For the purposes of this section, the annual

Ui premium for a basic policy or rider, for which the insurer

25i reserves the right to change the premium, shall be the maximum
�· annual premium.
27

____::>

(6)

ADOPTION CF 3UY£�'S GUIDE; REQUIRE�ENTS.--Any

:s·

i.;-1surer 3oliciting 1:.:e insurance in this s:.:e.:.e on or after

�

October 1, 1980, shall ado�t and use a buyer's guide, and the

30

ac:cption and use by an insurer of the buyer's guide
adopted May 4, 1976, by the National Association of Insurance
9
ccc1;--.1G: ·...' ::-- r-:i� : r: .:;..:.:..:.:-� :.h..·.;,+� ·y_:,� ��� c�:��ions i:::i:-:-, �xist1r.g lo.....-; ... o,d:; :-::�e-: :re :Cc.�:�l"'.S.

310-1794-80
Commissioners in the NAIC Life Insurance Solicitation Model

21 Regulation shall be in compliance with the requirements of
this section.
(7)

FAILURE TO COMPLY.--The failure of an insurer to

5! provide or deliver a buyer's guide, or a policy summary as

6I provided in subsection (4) shall constitute an omission which

misrepresents the benefits, advantages, conditions or terms of

3

an insurance policy within =he meaning of Part V!I of Chapter
625.

:o'

Section 2.

This act shall cake effect October 1, 1980.
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I.

SUM.>-t;..RY:
A.

Present Si��atior.:
Currently, De?a���ent of I�su=a�ce rules regulate the

advertising of life insurance and annuity contracts in
E"lorida (ch. 4-35). T:ie inte:-,t of the rules is to assure
"truth:ul an6 ade�uate disclosure of all material and
relevant· in:onr,a =ion in the adve=tisins of tt:ese

©@LP\J

contracts.

descriptive literature and all kinds of sales aids issued
by an insurer to the insur�nce buying rci::>lic. T�ey

address, but are not limited to, adver�isement of
oroce�Cs, oremiur.s oavable or limited, �se of Cividends,

reproduced by IVES
Al"E ARCH
FLORIDA ST
OF STAl"E
DEPARTMENTBUILDING
R. A. GRAY

�nc testim;nials or· e;dorsements by third parties. The
fact that a policy is mace available to a prospective
p urchaser prior to sale, or t:iat a refund offer is
contained in the policy, does not remedy misleading
statements (4-35.06). The rules do not reauire
information to be ?rovided, they si�?lY regulate the
content o= what i�surers provide.

9,f_,..,Q
Toll•h77: 3239

Series

II

The �ules ap9ly, but are no� limi�eO to,

�
carton

Currently, in 32 sta.:::es, t.;,e l,ational .::..ssociation of
In5u::-a:1.ce Cor:-..:""'.".i.ssi'.J:1e=s' (:JJ...IC) r:1aOel C.isclcsure r=gulation
has been adopted as a requlation. 3:sically, the model
regulation requires disclosure of cert2-in information to
the insurance buying pci::>lic, wi�� certain exceptions.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill adopts the NAIC model regulation pertaining to
disclosure requirements.
Basically, the bill provides for disclosure of policy
cost and benefit information.
It requires insurers
soliciting insurance to adopt the NAIC Buyer's Guide.
The disclosure section of the bill provides that the
insurer must give all prospective purchasers a Buyer's
Guide and Policy Summary before accepting the first
premium unless the policy contains an unconditional refund
provision of at least ten days or the ?olicy Summary
contains an unconditional refundoffer, in which event
these documents must be provided before, or concurrent
with, policy delivery. The bill is addressed to
solicitations of insurance and is designed to "improye
the buyer's ability to select the most appropriate plan
of life insurance for his needs." The bill is also
aimed at improving the buyer's understanding of the
fundamental features of the policy purchased, and impro\"ing
his ability to evaluate relative costs of similar plans of
life insurance.
The bill a?plies to any issuer of life contracts, iocluding
fraternal benefit societies, but would not apply, unless
otherwise specifically included, to a:.nuities, credit
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life or group life policies, policies subject to ERISA
or variable life insurance.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill will facilitate the public's ability to compare
life insurance policies. This should have a positive
economic impa ct with respect to insureds' being better
able to select life insurance which fits their needs.
Precise impact is unquantifiable.
A spokesman for the industry stated that the economic
impact of this bill on insurers will probably be minimal
because initial disclosure rules were cromulcated several
years ago in other states and the major expense was
incurred at that time.

B.
III.

Government:

COMMENTS:

Technical Errors - None noted.
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Staff Director
CG:gc

None.
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